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Influence of LNN forces and the nuclear core size
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An effective zero-rangeLNN interaction with theL-spin dependence
peculiar to dispersiveLNN forces is introduced in order to estimate its
influence on the shell model spectra of light hypernuclei. The param-
eters of the three-body and pair interactions are evaluated using the
values ofBL for s-shell hypernuclei withA54 and 5. It is shown that
the description of theL

7 Li g.s. doublet energyDE.689 keV, when fitted
together with other hypernuclei, gives a reduced radiusR.2.2 fm for
6Li bound inL

7 Li ~compared toR.2.4 fm for the free nucleus6Li) and
a dispersiveLNN force contribution to this energy of;250 keV. A
more refined version of theL

7 Li level spectrum is proposed, including
LN and LNN forces and the compression of the6Li core. © 1999
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00116-4#

PACS numbers: 21.80.1a, 21.30.Fe, 21.60.Cs

The current shell model calculations of hypernuclear spectra are based on th
LN interaction, in which case the coupling of theL and S channels is disregarded.1,2

However, it is of interest to estimate the contributions ofLNN forces to the level spacing
in connection with the KEK-BNL hypernuclearg spectroscopy program.3

This work was stimulated by results4 in which a large contribution (;30%) of
dispersiveLNN forces ~DF! to the 11,01 spin splitting DE4(11,01).1.1 MeV in

L
4 H~He) has been obtained and by the discussion5 of two forms of DF and their role in
light hypernuclei as well.

Recently theL
7 Li g.s. doublet splittingDE7(3/21

1,1/21).68964 keV has been mea
sured in the (p1,K1g) reaction at KEK.6 This value exceeds the expected energ1!

;440 keV evaluated in the shell model with a spin–spin parameter of theLN interaction
D(B).0.3 MeV2 describing hypernuclear levels in the vicinity ofL

10B. From this KEK
result it is inferred that the empirical value ofD(Li) in L

7 Li is nearly twice as large as tha
for heavier hypernuclei.

To elucidate the causes of this difference, let us analyze the dependence ofD and
the L

7 Li level splitting on the size of the host nucleus~or hypernucleus! and on theLNN
forces.

For thep shell hypernuclei four potential parametersD, SL , SN andT ~expressed
here in MeV! corresponding to spin–spin, two spin–orbit and tensor parts ofLN inter-
2330021-3640/99/70(4)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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action determine the level positions.9 The harmonic oscillator wave functions with
common harmonic oscillator parameterr 0 for theL particle and for nucleons are adopte
in order to estimate the scale of influence of nuclear sizes onD, which is an important
parameter for producing a doublet splitting. In this caseD is of the form

D~r 0!5Vs~a/p!3/2
~11ar0

22«!

~112ar0
2!5/2

, ~1!

whereVs5Vs2Vt is a difference of the singlet and triplet volume integrals for theLN
Gaussian potential;exp(2ar2)(12«1«Px), with a50.9376 fm22 ~Ref. 10! and
«50.25 ~Ref. 4!.

The body rms radiiR and the values ofr 0(AZ) are shown for thep shell nuclei in
Fig. 1a. They were calculated with the Tassie – Barker correction to the center-of-
motion11 using the nuclear charge radii and the proton radius;0.8 fm.12 One of last
estimates ofD.0.5 has been obtained from a description ofDE4(11,01) ~the MGDD
set of parameters!.1 Within the L-nucleus model10 and usingDE4 as well we findVs

.130MeV• fm3 and a too large valueBL(L
5 He).6.9 MeV. For this case Eq.~1! gives

the upper curve shown in Fig. 1b. But such large values ofD were excluded2 early on by
the BNL data.7 If one acceptsD(B).0.3 ~the FMZE set of parameters!2 and r 0(B)
.1.74 fm, thenVs.60 MeV•fm3, and we have the lower curve in Fig. 1b withD(Li)
.0.23. The valueD(Li) .0.23 is in a contradiction with the KEK data. Indeed, theL

7 Li
doublet splitting can be written to good accuracy as

FIG. 1. Nuclear body rms radii, oscillator parameters, andD for the p shell hypernuclei.
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DE7S 31

21
,
11

2 D.
3

2
b2D~Li !, ~2!

whereb50.992 is the amplitude of the dominant13S state in the6Lig.s. wave function.13

For the valueD(Li) 50.23 obtained for the free nucleus6Li ( r 051.92 fm) the value
DE75340 keV is too small in comparison withDE7

exp.689 keV. SinceD is a decreasing
function of r 0 , in order to reproduceDE7

exp the bound nucleus6Li would have to be
compressed to unrealistically small sizes (R.1.8 fm, r 0.1.45 fm), in strong contradic-
tion with the scale of compression (DR/R.15%) predicted by cluster mode
calculations.14 These difficulties of theL

7 Li shell model with the pairLN forces lead us
to consider the role ofLNN forces.

Two types ofLNN forces arise from a strongLN↔SN coupling. The first of them,
VLNN

2p , is generated due to the sequential double pion exchange accompanied bLS
conversion15 and the other type, the so-called dispersive forcesVLNN

D , occurs when one
of baryons of the intermediateSN pair interacts with an additional nucleon (3p
exchange!.4,5 The direct employment of explicit expressions forLNN forces derived by
the pion exchange formalism and given in Ref. 5 is not well grounded in the shell m
calculations especially due to their indeterminate behavior at small distances be
baryons, which is strongly dependent from short-range correlations. Because of the
range nature of three-body forces on the scale of hypernuclear sizes it seems reas
to write them in a zero-range approximation preserving theL-spin dependence peculia
to dispersive forces:

VLNN5d~rL2r1!d~rL2r2!~ t1tssL~s11s2!!. ~3!

Here the constantt includesL-spin independent parts of the dispersive and 2p-exchange
three-body forces which, as calculations show, have a tendency to compensat
other. The spin-dependent term of the potential~3! is nonzero only in the13S state of a
nucleon pair. Obviously it gives no contribution to matrix elements for nuclear cores
total spin S50. These properties of Eq.~3! probably reflect the suppression ofLS
coupling seen explicitly forL

5 He in the two-channel formalism of thes-shell hypernucleus
description.16

The four volume integralsVs(t) and t, ts were determined usingBL in the 01,11

states ofL
4 H~He) andBL(L

5 He) within the L-nucleus model10 with Gaussian nuclea
wave functions from the equations

2
\2

2m

d2x0

dr2
1H S expS 2

6

R3
2

r 2D 2V~S!expS 2
3

2R83
2

r 2D J x05~22.22 MeV!x0 ,

~4!

2
\2

2m

d2x1

dr2
1H P expS 2

6

R3
2

r 2D 2aV~S!expS 2
3

2R83
2

r 2D J x15~21.1 MeV!x1 ,

~5!
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2
\2

2ma

d2x

dr2
1H 81

16S P1
1

3
SD S R3

Ra
D 6

expS 2
4

Ra
2

r 2D 2bS R38

Ra8
D 3

V~S!

3expS 2
3

2R8a
2

r 2D J x5~23.12 MeV!x, ~6!

wherex are the radial functions of theL particle;

S5l~ t22ts!, P5lS t1
2

3
tsD , l5

35/2

p3R3
6

, a5Vt /Vs ;

V~S!5
3

2
~11a!VsS 3

2pR83
2D 3/2

, a5
115a

3~11a!
, b5

2~113a!

3~11a!
;

R35R̄~3H,3He!51.6 fm, Ra5R~4He!51.46 fm;

R3(a)8 5~R3(a)
2 1c!1/2, c51.6026 fm2.

The volume integrals as functions of the ratioa5Vt /Vs are shown in Fig. 2. For
a.0.67 one findsts50, Vs.130 MeV•fm3, and therefore the entire value ofDE4

results from spin–spinLN forces. Ifa51, thenVs50, ts.440 MeV•fm6, and the total
doublet splitting is described by DF. For the acceptable valueVs.60 MeV•fm3 derived
from D(B)50.3 we havea50.83 andts5250 MeV•fm6.

Now the additional term originates from DF in the final formula for

DE75b2H 3

2
Vs~a/p!3/2

~11ar0~Li !22«!

~112ar0~Li !2!5/2
1

41

37/2p3r 0~Li !6
•tsJ . ~7!

The curves marked bya in Fig. 3 show the separate contributions toDEtot from LN and
LNN forces as functions ofr 0(Li) ~or R! at Vs560 MeV•fm6. In this case the DF

FIG. 2. The volume integrals as functions ofa.
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contribution toDE4 is about 1/2DE4
exp.500 keV. As Fig. 3 suggests, there is a need

reduce the6Li radius to R.2.2 fm (DR/R.8%) in order to reproduceDE7
exp. The

parameters used for the curveb give somewhat larger values ofR andD(B).0.4, and
the DF contribution toDE4 is .1/3DE4

exp, which is just the value predicted in Ref. 4
Lastly, the curvec corresponds to the case when the splittingDE4 is wholly due to
spin–spinLN forces, and then one needs to increase~!! the6Li radius toR.2.5 fm to be
in agreement with the KEK data.

All the L
7 Li low-lying levels displayed in Fig. 4 have been obtained with Barke

NN interaction13 using Vs560 MeV•fm3, r 051.74 fm ~for compressed6Li, D
50.3015), SN520.4, SL520.02, T50.02,2 t5176 MeV•fm6 and ts5250 MeV
•fm6. The spectrum marked byLN is given for t5ts50.

The g deexcitation of the 204962 keV 5/21 level observed at KEK also is wel
reproduced with a spin–orbit parameter2SN50.4, which is four times the value of
2SN found for otherp shell hypernuclei. The spectrum depends only on the s
a1SN , wherea521.584 is Barker’s single-nucleon spin–orbit constant, taken here
the free nucleus. It suggests that increasinguSNu should rather be associated with increa
ing uau (Da/a.20%) due to a decrease of the diffuseness of a single-nucleon pote
under compression of6Li. This effect has been recognized recently for12

LBe and16
LC in

the Skyrme—Hartree–Fock calculations.17

In the framework of nuclear and hypernuclear models accepted here it is impo
to reproduce in consistent way the observedL

7 Li g.s. doublet splitting and the level posi
tions in thes andp shell hypernuclei only with the pairLN interaction. A shell model
description of this doublet splitting is possible:i! if one introduces theL-spin dependent
dispersiveLNN forces, andii ! if the nuclear core response manifests itself in the co
pression of6Li. This conclusion is in line with the cluster model calculations in which
strong ‘‘gluelike’’ role of theL particle has been revealed18,14 and the dynamical con
traction of6Li ( ;15%) has been predicted. In this work the rms radius of bound6Li as

FIG. 3. The dependence of theL
7 Li doublet splitting on r 0 or R(6Li). The curves are obtained forVs

5 60 MeV•fm3 ~a!, Vs5 90 MeV•fm3 ~b! andVs5 130 MeV•fm3 ~c!.
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extracted from the doublet splitting is about 2.2 fm, which corresponds to an ov
radial compression of;8% for this nucleus.

The DF contribution to theT50 ground state doublet ofL
7 Li is largest and is equa

to ;250 keV, as against the 50 keV contribution to theT51 doublet inL
7 He. A large

value of the induced spin–orbit parameteruSNu may be an indication of increasin
nucleon spin–orbit constantuau (;20%) due to the compression of6Li.

The author is very indebted to Profs. H. Tamura and K. Tanida for providing
with the new KEK data, to Profs. D. E. Lanskoy, L. Majling and T. Motoba for help
discussions, and to Prof. E. Hiyama for sending him papers prior to publication.

* !e-mail: fetisov@sci.lebedev.ru
1!The identification of theL

10B secondaryg-line with Eg544262.1 keV7 ascribed8 to L
7 Li is probably an open

problem.
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A uniform nuclear matter with s-wave pairing is studied within the
local energy-density functional approach, incorporating a few param-
eter sets extracted from the analysis of isotope shifts in finite nuclei.
The dilute limit, in which the regime changes from weak to strong
pairing, is considered in detail, and, for strong coupling, the ground
state properties of that system are found to be completely determined in
leading order by the singlet scattering lengthann . The combination of
a density-dependent contact pairing interaction and an energy cutoff
adjusted to produce a realistic value ofann is shown to be the preferred
choice among the deduced parameter sets. ©1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00216-9#

PACS numbers: 21.65.1f, 21.10.2k

Recent studies1–3 have shown that nuclear isotope shifts — the differential obse
ables such as the odd–even mass differences and odd–even effects in the char
along isotope chains — can be reasonably well reproduced within the local en
density functional~LEDF! approach with an effective density-dependent contact pai
interaction. The most successful description has been achieved with a phenomeno
‘‘gradient’’ force of the form:2

F j5C0f jS xS r11r2

2 D D d~r12r2!, f j~x~r !!5 f ex
j 1hjxq~r !1 f ¹

j r 0
2~“x~r !!2 , ~1!

wherex is the isoscalar dimensionless density,x5(rn1rp)/2r0 with rn(p) the neutron
~proton! density, andq52/3 ~Ref. 3!. The normalization factors are the density 2r0 and
the inverse density of statesC0 at the Fermi surface in saturated nuclear matter:C0

52e0F/3r0[\2p2/k0Fm, with m the free nucleon mass ande0F5\2k0F
2 /2m. Numeri-

cally, for the functional DF3~Ref. 4! used here,C05308.2 MeV•fm3, r 051.147 fm,
2r050.1582 fm23, k0F51.328 fm21 and e0F536.57 MeV. As was shown in Ref. 2
self-consistent LEDF calculations with a density-gradient term} f ¹

j in the pairing force
provide the desired size of the isotopic shifts and the right order of odd–even stagg
observed in finite nuclei. Different choices of the parameters of the pairing force~1! are
possible. In particular, the following sets are deduced for the isotopes of lead:
2400021-3640/99/70(4)/8/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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f ex
j 520.56, hj50, f ¹

j 50 ~a!

f ex
j 521.20, hj50.56, f ¹

j 52.4 ~b!

f ex
j 521.60, hj51.10, f ¹

j 52.0 ~c!

f ex
j 521.79, hj51.36, f ¹

j 52.0 ~d!

f ex
j 522.00, hj51.62, f ¹

j 52.0 ~e!

f ex
j 522.40, hj52.16, f ¹

j 52.0 ~ f!

~2!

These LEDF calculations are based on a general variational principle applied to a
functional with a fixed energy cutoffec540 MeV measured fromeF , and on the
coordinate-space technique, which involves an integration in the complex energy pla
the Green’s functions obtained by solving the Gor’kov equations exactly~see Refs. 3 for
details!.

In the present paper, the empirical information gained from finite laboratory nu
is used to study the ground state properties of uniform nuclear matter and the beha
the energy gapD as a function of densityr52r0x ~or of the Fermi momentumkF

5(3p2r/2)1/3[k0Fx1/3) in this system. Since the term} f ¹
j vanishes in this case, onl

two parameters in~1! are relevant:f ex
j andhj. The gap equation reads

D~x!52E
k<kc

dk

~2p!3
Fj~x!

D~x!

A~ek2eF~x!!21D2~x!
, ~3!

wherekc5A2m(eF1ec)/\, Fj(x)5C0f j(x) andek5\2k2/2m. The solution of Eq.~3!
in the weak pairing approximation,D/eF!1, is given in Eq.~25! of Ref. 5~see also Eqs.
~10! and ~22! in Ref. 3!. To get a deeper insight into the physics, we can write t
solution as

D~kF!5c
\2kF

2

2m
expF2

p

2
cotd~kF!G , ~4!

where we have introduced the Fermi level phase shiftd(kF) defined by

kF cotd~kF!52
4k0F

p S 1

f j~kF!
1

kc~kF!

2k0F
D 2

kF

p
lnS kc~kF!2kF

kc~kF!1kF
D , ~5!

with kc(kF)5Ak0c
2 1kF

2; k0c5A2mec/\, andc58e22'1.083. Equation~5! corresponds
to an exact solution of thenn scattering problem at a relative momentumk5kF with the
states truncated by a momentum cutoffkc5kc(kF) for a contact potentialC0f j(kF)d(r )
~see, e.g., Ref. 6!.

Shown in Fig. 1 are the results forD in nuclear matter with the parameter sets of E
~2!. The approximation~5! works well in the entire range ofkF in Fig. 1 for the set~a!,
but for the other sets this is true only atkF greater than'1.2 fm21 and also, for the sets
~b!, ~c! and~d!, atkF less than 0.42, 0.14, and 0.042 fm21, respectively~in these regions,
D/eF<0.1). It should be stressed thateF in the integrand of Eq.~3! can be expressed
directly in terms of the densityr aseF5\2kF

2(r)/2m, with kF(r)5(3p2r/2)1/3, only if
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the pairing is weak and the dependence of the Fermi energyeF ~and the chemical poten
tial m) on D can be disregarded. Otherwise one should introduce the particle nu
condition

x5
2

r0
E

k<kc

dk

~2p!3
nk~x!, nk~x!5

1

2 S 12
ek2eF~x!

A~ek2eF~x!!21D2~x!
D ~6!

and solve the system of two equations~3! and~6! with respect toD andeF . The results
shown in Fig. 1 correspond to such a solution.

All parameter sets~2! except~a! reproduce the neutron separation energies and
isotope shifts of the charge radii^r 2&ch of lead isotopes fairly well~see Ref. 3!. Shown
also in Fig. 1 are the values of the1S0 pairing gap in nuclear matter obtained for th
CD–Bonn potential without medium effects~using the free single-particle spectrumek

5k2/2m) ~Ref. 7! and for the Gogny D1 force in the Hartree–Fock—Bogolyub
framework.8 The agreement between the two latter calculations is relatively good, w
both deviate noticeably from our predictions. The curve for density-independent f
set ~a!, stands by itself with a positive derivativedD(x)/dx everywhere; no acceptabl
description of̂ r 2&ch could be obtained in this case.3

At very low densities Eq.~5! reduces to

kF cot d~kF!'2
1

ann
1

1

2
r nnkF

22
2kF

p F kF

2k0c
2

2hj

~ f ex
j !2 S kF

k0F
D 3q21G , ~7!

whereann is the singlet scattering length,

ann5
p

2k0F
S A2mec

\k0F
1

2

f ex
j D 21

[
p

4k0F
S 1

f ex
j

2
1

f cr
j D 21

, ~8!

FIG. 1. Pairing gap in nuclear matter as a function of the Fermi momentum. Curves~a!–~f! are calculated using
Eqs.~3! and~6! with contact pairing force~1! and correspond, respectively, to the parameter sets~a!–~f! of Eq.
~2!. The filled ~unfilled! circles are the solutions of the nonlocal gap equation with the CD–Bonn poten7

~with the finite-range Gogny D1 force8!. The dotted line showsD calculated using Eq.~4! with the freenn
scattering phase shifts~see text!.
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andr nn is the effective range,r nn54/pk0c . Here we have introduced the critical consta
f cr

j 522k0F /k0c , the value of the vacuum strengthf ex
j at which the two-nucleon problem

has a bound state solution at zero energy~in our case,f cr
j 521.912).

The first two terms in~7! would describe low-energy behavior of thenn s-wave
phase shift through an expansion ofkcotd in powers of the relative momentumk5kF if
the interaction were density-independent — i.e., if the coupling strength and mome
cutoff were fixed byf j5 f ex

j and kc5k0c , respectively. It follows that, with a density
dependent effective force, such an expansion contains additional terms which are,
parametrization used here, of the same order as the effective range term. This
demonstrates that for reproducing the pairing gap, the effective interaction, even a
low densities, need not necessarily coincide with the bareNN interaction, as was dis
cussed by Migdal many years ago.9

At very low densities, atkF→0, to leading order from~5! we obtain

D5ceF expS p

2kFann
D , ann,0 . ~9!

This expression agrees with the results of Ref. 10 based on a general analysis of t
equation at low densities whenkFuannu!1. But we should stress that~9! is valid only in
the weak-coupling regime corresponding to negativeann . In the opposite case, the gap
the dilute limit has to be found in a different way.

At f ex
j . f cr

j , it follows from ~9! and ~4! that at low densities the pairing gap
exponentially small and eventuallyD(kF→0)50. Such a weak pairing regime wit
Cooper pairs forming in a spin singletl 50 state exists up to the critical point at whic
the attraction becomes strong enough to change the sign of the scattering length. Th
strong pairing regime sets in, andD should be determined directly from the combin
solution of Eqs.~3! and ~6!. In the dilute systems,eF plays the role of the chemica
potentialm. It is defined bym5eF(kF)1U(kF), whereU(kF) is the Hartree–Fock mea
field at the Fermi surface, which is negligible for a fermion gas. At the critical poinm
becomes negative, and a bound state of a single pair of nucleons with the binding e
eb52m (52\2/mann

2 ) becomes possible.11,12 This can be easily seen from the ga
equation~3! written in the form

S k2

m
22m Dfk52sgn~ek2m!A12fk

2 E
k8<kc

dk8

~2p!3
Fjfk8 , ~10!

where we have introduced the functionsfk5D/A(ek2m)21D2 and replacedeF by m.
In the strong coupling regimem,0, and in the dilute limit, whenfk

2!1, Eq. ~10!
reduces to the Schro¨dinger equation for a single bound pair where 2m plays the role of
the eigenvalue. At low densities in this regime,D can be found from~6!. In the leading
order we get

D5
\2

m S 2pr

ann
D 1/2

, ann.0 . ~11!

It follows that, in the dilute case, the energy needed to break apart a condense
goes smoothly from 2D to 2m5eb as a function of the coupling strength as the regi
changes from weak to strong pairing. But as seen from~9! and~11!, the behavior ofD at
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low densities is such that the derivativedD/dr at r→0 as a function off ex
j exhibits a

discontinuity from 0 to`. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where we have plottedD(r) at
very low densities for the sets~c!–~e! of Eq. ~2!, which embrace both regimes. We no
also that the transition between the two regimes is formally reflected by the fact th
analytical expressions~9! and~11! give a pure imaginary gap at the critical point, whe
the scattering length changes sign.

When the Fermi momentumkF approaches from below the upper critical poin
where the pairing gap closes,D becomes exponentially small.10 In weak coupling,D is
also exponentially small at low densities. It is noteworthy that in both these cases, fo
given interaction, the gap can be calculated directly from~4! through the phase shifts
Such a model-independent result follows from the fact that the gap equation, writt
the form similar to that of Eq.~10!, at fk

2!1 becomes equivalent to the Schro¨dinger
equation, and the gap closes exactly at the points where the phase shift passes ze
where the integral in the right-hand side of this equation vanishes. As an illustratio
show in Fig. 1 by the dotted line the values ofD(kF) obtained from~4! using the
‘‘experimental’’ nn phase shifts, without electromagnetic effects.1! It is seen thatD
obtained this way closely follows the solution of the gap equation with the CD–B
potential7 at low densities. Thenn phase shift passes through zero at the relative m
mentumk51.71 fm21, and the gap should vanish at the corresponding Fermi mom
tum. Unfortunately, the solutions forD are given in Ref. 7 only in the region up t
kF51.4 fm21.

For symmetric nuclear matter, with our local functional the energy per particle

E

A
~x!5

2

r0x E
k<kc

dk

~2p!3

\2k2

2m
nk~x!1

1

3
e0Fa1

v f 1
v ~x!x1

3D2~x!

2 f j~x!xe0F

, ~12!

where f 1
v (x)5(12h11

v x)/(11h21
v x). Numerically, a1

v 526.422, h11
v 50.163, and

h21
v 50.724.4 The ‘‘particle–hole’’ term} f 1

v vanishes in the dilute limit linearly in the
density. The chemical potential is

FIG. 2. Pairing gapD at very low densities. Curves~c!–~e! correspond to the parameter sets~c!–~e! of Eq. ~2!,
respectively.
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m~x!5eF~x!1
1

3
e0Fa1

v @ f 1
v8~x!x212 f 1

v ~x!x#1
3 f j8~x!

2 f j2~x!

D2~x!

e0F
, ~13!

where the prime denotes a derivative with respect tox, andeF(x) and D(x) are deter-
mined from~3! and ~6!. The last two terms in~13!, even in the strong-pairing regime
vanish in the dilute limit at least as fast asxq if q,1 or linearly inx if q>1. Thus, we
see again that, for strong coupling, one has in leading orderm5eF5eb/2,0.

The calculated energy per nucleon as a function of the isoscalar densityr is shown
in the upper panel in Fig. 3 together with the results of the nuclear matter calculation13,14

for the UV14 plus TNI model. It is seen that DF3 gives qualitatively reasonable des
tion of the energy per particle for nuclear matter and that pairing could contribute
ticeably to the binding energy, especially at lower densities. In the lower panel in F
we have plotted the pairing energy per nucleon, (E/A)pair, obtained by subtracting from
~12! the corresponding value ofE/A at D50. The pairing contribution increases, a
expected, whenf ex

j becomes gradually more attractive, with a shift to lower densities.
the sets~e! and~f! the attraction is strong,f ex

j , f cr
j . In these cases a nonvanishing bindi

energy in the dilute limit is solely due to Bose–Einstein condensation of the bound

FIG. 3. Energy per nucleonE/A ~top! and pairing contribution toE/A ~bottom! in symmetric nuclear matter
Curves~a!–~e! are calculated using Eq.~12! and correspond to the strength parameters~a!–~e! of Eq. ~2!,
respectively. The unfilled circles and crosses are the calculations of Refs. 13 and 14, respectively, for th
plus TNI model.
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the spin-zero bosons, when all three quantitiesm, E/A, and (E/A)pair reach the same
valueeb/25\2/2mann

2 (eb520.0646 and21.616 MeV for the sets~e! and ~f!, respec-
tively!. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where we have plottedE/A and (E/A)pair as functions
of r at very low densities.

In conclusion, we have considered nuclear matter withs-wave pairing within the
LEDF framework and demonstrated some results, including extrapolation to the
limit, with a few possible parameter sets of the pairing force deduced from experim
data for finite nuclei. At low densities, in theT50 case of symmetricN5Z matter, the
3S123D1 pairing, leading to the formation of a Bose deuteron gas, is more importa15

since then2p force is more attractive than in thep2p or n2n pairing channels. Thus
our approach, with the1S0 pairing only, would be more appropriate for an asymme
NÞZ case and for pure neutron systems. From this point of view the best choice fo
LEDF calculations seems to be the pairing force with set~d! of Eq. ~2!, since it gives a
singlet scattering lengthann'217.2 fm, which corresponds to a virtual state at'140
keV known experimentally. As is seen in Fig. 1, for this choice the behavior ofD at low
densities agrees well with calculations based on realisticNN forces. At higher densities
however, our predictions forD with the set~d! go much higher, reaching a maximum o
'4.84 MeV atkF'0.92 fm21, while the calculations of Ref. 7 give a maximum of abo
3 MeV at kF'0.82 fm21. With a bareNN interaction, if one assumes charge indepe

FIG. 4. Energy per nucleonE/A ~top! and pairing contribution toE/A ~bottom! for symmetric nuclear matter
at low densities. The notation is the same as in Fig. 3.
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dence and thatmn5mp in the free single-particle energies, the pairing gap would be
a givenkF , exactly the same both in symmetric nuclear matter and in neutron matte
was shown in Refs. 16 and 17, if one includes medium effects in the effective pa
interaction,D in neutron matter would be reduced substantially, to values of the ord
1 MeV at the most. Whether such a mechanism works in the same direction for sym
ric nuclear matter is still an open question. With a smaller gap compared, for instan
the one obtained with the Gogny D1 force, which is also shown in Fig. 1, it would
difficult to explain the observed nuclear pairing properties. Calculation with the prefe
set~d! of Eq. ~2! leads to a larger pairing energy in nuclear matter than the Gogny fo
but in finite nuclei there is a compensation due to the repulsive gradient term. The
~1! contains dependence on the isoscalar density only, since we have analyzed the
ing data on separation energies and charge radii for finite nuclei with a relatively s
asymmetry (N2Z)/A<0.25. An extrapolation to neutron matter with such a simple fo
would give a larger pairing gap than for nuclear matter. This suggests that some
tional dependence on the isovector densityrn2rp should be present in the effectiv
pairing interaction. We are planning a test of this possibility in a future study.

The author thanks S. T. Belyaev, V. A. Khodel, E. E. Saperstein, S. V. Toloko
kov, and D. Zawischa for valuable discussions. This work was partially supported b
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Re
Project 98-02-16979.

1!We thank Rupert Machleidt for providing us with thesenn phase shifts.
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Discovery of a narrow resonance state of the system
K SK S at mass 1520 MeV

B. P. Barkov, V. V. Vladimirski , V. K. Grigor’ev, O. N. Erofeeva,
Yu. V. Katinov, I. Ya. Korol’kov, V. I. Lisin, V. N. Luzin, V. N. Nozdrachev,
V. V. Sokolovski ,* ) G. D. Tikhomirov, S. A. Uzunyan,
and Yu. P. Shkurenko,
Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, 117259 Moscow, Russia

I. A. Gridnev
Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, 141700 Dolgoprudny�, Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 16 July 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 4, 242–246~25 August 1999!

Data are presented which indicate the existence of a previously un-
known narrow resonance near mass 1520 MeV, discovered while ana-
lyzing the systemKSKS . The data were obtained at ITEP using the 6-m
magnetic spectrometer in a beam of 40-GeV negative particles. The
resonance is observed inp2p andK2p interactions with a total statis-
tical confidence of not less than 5 standard deviations. The width of this
state is comparable to the mass resolution of the spectrometer (;5
MeV!. The mass is 1521.562.5 MeV. Estimates of the products•BR
(KSKS) give ;5.0 nb inp2p interactions and;250 nb inK2p inter-
actions. From the fact that the production cross section of this reso-
nance in theK2 beam is approximately 50 times greater than the pro-
duction cross section in thep2 beam, it can be concluded that this new
state belongs to a system of mesons with hidden strangeness. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00316-3#

PACS numbers: 13.85.Ni, 13.85.Hd, 14.40.Aq

One of the currently central problems in modern elementary-particle physics i
search for exotic states. Exotic states are particles whose properties do not fit with
predictions of the elementary quark model relative to their quantum numbers an
ratios between various decay channels. Narrow decay widths can also be a manife
of the exotic particle properties.

In the present letter we continue to report the results of an investigation of
production ofKS mesons on the basis of the experimental data obtained at the ITEP
the 6-m spectrometer in a 40-GeV beam of negative particles. Here we presen
indicating the existence of a narrow~width of the same order of magnitude as the ma
resolution of the spectrometer! resonance near the mass 1520 MeV, discovered durin
analysis of theKSKS system. The data were obtained during sessions in the pe
1986–1989. A detailed description of the apparatus and the results of investigatio
theKSKS system on the spectrometer at the ITEP is contained in Refs. 1–8. Here we
2480021-3640/99/70(4)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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two properties of the spectrometer that are important for the present investigation: F
energy of a system of twoKS mesons of the order of 1.5 GeV, the detection efficiency
such a system is not less than 50%, and the mass measurement accuracy is not wo
5 MeV.

A beam of negative particles in channel 2A of the U-70 accelerator, where
spectrometer was installed, at the Institute of High-Energy Physics~Protvino! contains
p2 (;95%), K2 mesons (;4.0%), and antiprotons. Thep2 and K2 mesons in the
beam are discriminated using differential (K2) and threshold (p2) Cherenkov counters
The corresponding signals are recorded together with the detected events and s
neously influence the operation of the trigger. When the beam particle is ap2 meson, the
trigger is tuned to select the reaction

p2p→KSKSn. ~1!

For this, a liquid-hydrogen target is surrounded on all sides, except at the op
through which the beam particles reach the target, with scintillation counters inte
with lead converters. The counters are connected in anticoincidence. Therefore,
beam interactions with the target material which produce charged particles andg rays are
excluded. The detected events include events~amounting to,20%) in which a baryon
and one or several pions are produced instead of a neutron at the bottom vertex:

p2p→KSKS~np0, . . . ,pp2, . . . !. ~2!

These events are detected on account of the nonideality of the trigger system.

If the beam particle is aK2 meson, then when the spectrometer detects two fasKS

mesons at the bottom vertex of the reaction, on account of the law of conservati
strangeness, a hyperon must be produced, the decay products of which include c
particles org rays or both together:

K2p→KSKS~L,Y* , . . . !. ~3!

For this reason, for detecting reactions involving the production of a system of twKS

mesons in aK2 beam, the signals from the counters surrounding the target were no
to a trigger but instead were stored in a computer together with the rest of the inform
about the event. The charged particles andg rays moving in the forward direction wer
suppressed. Together with the events of the reaction~3!, cases with twoKS mesons could
arise as a result of the production of threeK0 mesons, one of which was not detected
the spectrometer. But, as we showed in Ref. 4, the fraction of such events is neg
small.

Investigating the behavior of theKSKS system near 1.5 GeV, we could not ignore
characteristic feature in the spectrum of the invariant mass of a pair ofKS mesons — a
narrow peak at;1520 MeV, systematically appearing in all exposures. This pea
observed in the effective-mass distributions constructed for a system of twoKS mesons
for p2p andK2p interactions~Fig. 1!. It is characterized by a small width~more than
an order of magnitude smaller than the width of the knownf 28(1525) meson!, comparable
with the resolution of the 6-m spectrometer in the corresponding mass range ofKSKS

(;5 MeV). For aKSKS system produced in ap2 beam, data-quality cuts according
the missing mass squaredMM2.0 and transverse momentum squaredpT

2.0.15 GeV2

were made~in this paper we use a system of units in whichc51). The cut according to
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the transverse momentum squared is motivated by the need to suppress the contr
of single-pion exchange processes. For theK2p interaction, the distribution was con
structed with the same missing mass squared cut but, in contrast to the distribution
1a, without thepT

2 cut.

A much larger number of cases of pair production ofKS mesons was detected i
p2p interactions than inK2p interactions, but the signal/background ratio for the feat
under discussion is approximately two times smaller. For this reason, a stricter c
cording to the effective mass of the system of two chargedp mesons from the decay o
a KS meson and a cut according tox2, which characterizes the quality of the fit of th
momenta of the particles forming the ‘‘fork’’ to the intersection of the tracks and
equality of the effective mass and to the tabulated value of theKS meson mass, were use
for the events obtained in thep2 beam. We used similar cuts in Refs. 7 and 8 to impro
the conditions for observing the narrow resonancesf 2(1786) anda2(1768). Such cuts
decrease the statistical sample by;25%, but the signal/background ratio improves by
factor of 2. For events obtained in theK2 beam, such a procedure is ineffective, since
this case the signal/background ratio is quite high (;3) even without special data cuts

A fit of both mass spectra was made. A Gaussian function was used to descri
observed narrow resonance. For events obtained in thep2 beam, the background is th
decaying part of the peak from thef 2(1270) anda2(1320) resonances. This backgroun

FIG. 1. a! Distribution of events produced inp2p andK2p interactions over the invariant mass of theKSKS

system, with a 10 MeV step and withpT
2.0.15 GeV2 andMM 2.0 GeV2 cuts. The curve shows the result o

the fitting. b! Distribution of events produced in theK2p interactions over the invariant mass of theKSKS

system, with a 10 MeV step and with aMM 2.0 GeV2 cut. The curve shows the result of the fitting.
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was described by a quadratic polynomial. In the case ofK2p interactions the backgroun
for the resonance under discussion consists off 28(1525) meson events plus a consta
component. The mass distribution~Fig. 2! with a 20 MeV step demonstrates the presen
of the f 28 meson in the experimental data under discussion. A relativistic Breit–Wi
function for J52 was used to describe thef 28(1525) meson:

M0
2G2

~M22M0
2!21M0

2G2
,

where

G5G0~q/q0!2J11D2~q0R!/D2~qR!, D2~x!5913x21x4.

Hereq is the momentum of theKS mesons in the center of momentum frame of thef 28
meson, andR55 GeV21. The fit was made by the maximum-likelihood method; t
results are given in Table I. The fitting procedure is described in detail in Refs. 7 a
The new narrow resonance is designated by the symbolX(1520). Table I gives the value
of the decrease ofx2 for the fit when the new narrow resonance is taken into acco
~after subtraction of the number of added parameters, of which there are three: inte
mass, and width!. The mass, the estimated width of theX resonance, the number o
events occurring at it, and the numbers off 28 meson and background events are a
given. In the figures, the curves show the results of the fitting.

FIG. 2. Same as in Fig. 1b but with a 20 MeV step.

TABLE I.

Beam Dx223 MX , MeV dX , MeV NX Nf
28

NBG

K2 18.3 1520.361.8 ,5.0 19 90 73
p2 37.4 1522.661.6 ,5.0 28 – 480
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As one can see from Table I, the masses of the narrow resonance coincide to
the experimental errors. The errors given are the statistical errors. The systematic
are two to three times smaller than the statistical errors. A naive estimate of the stat
significance, made on the basis of an analysis of the data presented in Fig. 1, gives
3.7 standard deviations in both cases. The estimate is made as follows: the erro
determined as the square root of the number of events in the channel in which the
is observed~57 in the first case and 28 in the second one!. The background level was
taken from the results of the fitting~29 and 8 events, respectively!. The total statistical
significance of the peak is not less than 5 standard deviations. An estimate bas
analysis of the change inx2 gives a much higher confidence level.

The values obtained for the parameters of the resonancef 28(1525), which were free
parameters in the fitting procedure, turned out to be close to the values given in the
tables:9 massM051513610 MeV, widthG0575620 MeV.

Since the resonanceX(1520) is observed in a system of two identical bosons,
angular momentum and parity must belong to the seriesJP501, 21, . . . .

The products•BR(KSKS) for X(1520) production is estimated to be;5 nb for the
p2 beam and;250 nb for theK2 beam. It is natural to attribute such suppression of
production cross section inp2p interactions to the Okubo–Zweig–Iizuki selection ru
According to the data in the present letter and our earlier work,3 the f 28 resonance inp2p
interactions shows approximately the same suppression of the cross section. Ther
can be asserted that the new resonance, just likef 28 , belongs to a system of mesons wi
hidden strangeness. It follows from the distribution of the missing mass square
events from theX resonance band in the case ofp2p interactions that this resonance
produced primarily in the reaction~2!. But the trigger used for thep2 beam suppresse
this reaction severalfold. This circumstance was taken into account in the estimate
production cross section of theX meson in thep2 beam, but this is impossible to do wit
sufficient accuracy.

Let us sum up the results of this work. A previously unknown resonance with m
1521.562.5 MeV and width,5 MeV was discovered inp2p andK2p interactions in
a system of twoKS mesons. The ratio of the cross sections of these two processes
likely indicates that this narrow resonanceX(1520) is due to mesons with hidde
strangeness.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No.
99–02–18540!.
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Total conversion of the polarization of electromagnetic
waves during excitation of cyclotron polaritons
in a two-dimensional electron system

V. V. Popov* ) and T. V. Teperik
Saratov Division of the Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Acade
of Sciences, 4010019 Saratov, Russia

~Submitted 1 July 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 4, 247–252~25 August 1999!

The reflection of an electromagnetic wave from a two-dimensional
~2D! electron system in a magnetic field is studied. It is predicted that
a p (s) polarized incident wave will be totally converted into a reflected
wave with the orthogonal polarization when cyclotron polaritons are
excited in the 2D system. For a high electron density in the 2D system,
the effect remains very substantial in magnitude even in the presence of
electron scattering. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00416-8#

PACS numbers: 41.20.Jb, 52.40.Db

The conversion of the polarization of an electromagnetic wave transmitted throu
magnetoactive two-dimensional~2D! electron system is, as a rule, small,1–3 because in
this case the region of interaction of the wave with the polarization-active mediu
small. However, polarization conversion can increase substantially~resonantly! when the
external electromagnetic wave excites characteristic oscillations in the 2D system.

The resonant Faraday effect arising in a system of 2D electron disks as result
excitation of edge magnetoplasmons was observed in Ref. 4. The results obtained
4 show that the effect is several times stronger under magnetoplasma resonance
tions. At the same time, the power of the polarization-converted wave in the experim
of Ref. 4 remains comparatively low~less than 10% of the power of the incident wav!.
The smallness of the resonance effect in this case is most likely due to the misma
the distributions of the field of the external~uniform in the plane of the 2D system!
electromagnetic wave and the field of nonuniform edge magnetoplasmons, as a re
which the excitation efficiency of the latter decreases substantially.

The resonant polarization conversion of an electromagnetic wave accompanyin
excitation of uniform transverse plasma oscillations of electrons in a thin semicond
film has been studied in Ref. 5. The magnitude of the effect is proportional to the s
parameterd/l, whered is the film thickness andl is the wavelength of the electromag
netic wave. Naturally, this decreases the efficiency of resonant polarization convers
thin layers.

The limitations due to the thickness of the electron layer, in principle, do not ari
the external electromagnetic wave excites characteristic oscillations due to the mot
2540021-3640/99/70(4)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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electrons in the plane of a uniform electron system. In Ref. 6 it is shown theoretically
when magnetoplasma polaritons are excited in a 2D electron system by an ex
electromagnetic wave in a frustrated total internal reflection~FTIR! geometry, almost
complete conversion of the incidentp(s) polarized wave into a wave withs(p) polar-
ization is possible. However, according to Ref. 6, total polarization conversion oc
only in the limit of weak coupling of the field of the external wave with the 2D elect
system. In this case, two resonance conditions, corresponding, respectively, to exc
of magnetoplasma polaritons and cyclotron oscillations in the 2D electron layer, mu
satisfied at the same time. It is obvious that these conditions together lead to very
gent requirements on the parameters of a possible experiment on the observation
polarization conversion. Moreover, dissipation of the energy of an electromagnetic
due to electron scattering in a real 2D system can lead to virtually complete destru
of the weak coupling of the external wave with the oscillations of a 2D electronic pla
in the FTIR geometry.

In the present letter the phenomenon of resonant polarization conversion
electromagnetic wave which excites cyclotron polaritons7 in a 2D electron system is
investigated theoretically. Since cyclotron polaritons are radiating oscillations, they
be excited by the incidence of an external electromagnetic wave directly on the surf
a 2D system without the use of any additional devices~for example, structures with
FTIR!. In contrast to the FTIR geometry, cyclotron polaritons in a 2D system are stro
coupled with the external incident wave, greatly expanding the possibilities of obse
the effects considered below.

In the structure considered here, the 2D electron layer lies in thex–y plane at the
interface of two media with permittivities«1 and «2. We shall assume that a stat
magnetic fieldH0 is directed along thez axis from medium 2 into medium 1. Let a
external uniformp-polarized electromagnetic plane wave, so that the electric field ve
of the wave lies in the plane of incidence (x–z plane!, be incident from medium 1 on the
interface between media 1 and 2 at an angleu to thez axis.

We introduce the coefficients of conversion of the power of the incident wav
ratios of the components of the energy flux vectors normal to the plane of the 2D sy

Rpp5
P1z

(p)

P0z
(p) , Rsp5

P1z
(s)

P0z
(p) , Tpp5

P2z
(p)

P0z
(p) , Tsp5

P2z
(s)

P0z
(p) , ~1!

where the subscripts 0, 1, and 2 refer to the incident, reflected, and transmitted w
respectively, and the superscriptsp ands correspond to waves withp ands polarization
~in the latter case the electric field vector of the wave is perpendicular to the pla
incidence!. It is obvious that the quantitiesRsp andTsp are the polarization conversio
coefficients for the wave.

To calculate the energy fluxes in the transmitted and reflected waves it is nece
to solve Maxwell’s equation in media 1 and 2 with boundary conditions at the inter
of the media that take into account the response of the magnetoactive 2D elec
plasma. Since this procedure is very cumbersome and at the same time quite stand
present immediately the final result:
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Rpp5
1

A2 u~K0z1K2z14ps' /c!~K0z«22K2z«11K0zK2z4ps' /c!

1K0zK2z~4ps3 /c!2u2,

Rsp5
4«2Kz0

2

A2 uK2z4ps3 /cu2,

Tpp5
4«1«2Kz0

A2 Re~K2z!uK2z1K0z14ps' /cu2,

Tsp5
4«1Kz0

A2 Re~K2z!uK2z4ps3 /cu2, ~2!

where A5u(K0z1K2z14ps' /c)(K0z«21K2z«11K0zK2z4ps' /c)1K0zK2z

3(4ps3 /c)2u, c is the speed of light, andK0z and K2z are the components of th
dimensionless wave vector normal to the plane of the 2D system for the inciden
transmitted waves, respectively; they are given by the expressions

K0z5A«1 cosu, K2z5A«22«1 sin2 u. ~3!

The normal componentK1z of the wave vector of the reflected wave does not app
explicitly in the final expressions~2! because the equalityK1z52K0z is used. The
components of the conductivity tensor of a 2D electronic plasma in a magnetic fie
the Drude model are given by the expressions

s'5s0

12 ivt

~vct!21~12 ivt!2
, s352s0

vct

~vct!21~12 ivt!2
, ~4!

where v is the angular frequency of the wave,vc5ueuH0 /m* c is the cyclotron fre-
quency,s05e2Nst/m* is the dc conductivity of the 2D electron system in the abse
of an external magnetic field, ande, m* , Ns , andt are, respectively, the charge, effectiv
mass, surface density, and phenomenological relaxation time of the electron mom
in the 2D system.

As is well known,7 the magnitudes of the wave vector of cyclotron polaritons in
plane of a 2D system lie in the range 0,Kx,Amax(«1,«2). An external electromagnetic
wave incident at an angleu from medium 1 excites in the 2D system forced oscillatio
with longitudinal wave numbersKx5A«1 sinu. In order to be able to investigate th
entire range of variation of the wave vector of cyclotron polaritons, we assume«1.«2. It
is obvious that foru>uR , whereuR5sin21A«2 /«1, the regime of total internal reflection
of the wave from the interface obtains. As follows from Ref. 3, in this case the qua
K2z assumes imaginary values.

Most interesting is the behavior of the polarization conversion coefficientRsp of the
wave. The corresponding curves for the case where there is no electron scattering
2D system (1/t50)are presented in Fig. 1. The remaining parameters used in the c
lations are characteristic for GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures with a 2D electron gas
choice of values of the static magnetic field that correspond to the results presen
dictated by the condition of resonant excitation of cyclotron polaritonsv.vc .7 It fol-
lows from Fig. 1 thatRsp increases substantially in the total internal reflection regime
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reaches 1 at a certain angle of incidenceu.uR . For comparison, we indicate that fa
from resonant values of the static magnetic field the calculations give a polariz
conversion coefficient less than 1023 for any angle of incidence of the wave. At reso
nance~Fig. 1! the extremely high polarization conversion coefficient remains in a q
wide range of variation of the angle of incidence of the wave. This is explained by
comparatively weak dependence of frequency of the cyclotron polaritons on the lon
dinal wave numberKx5A«1 sinu.7 It is obvious that for total conversion of the pola
ization one hasRpp50. Calculations show that at the pointRpp50 (Rsp51) the ampli-
tudes of the components of the field of the reflected wave withp polarization pass
through zero with their phase changing byp.

As is evident from Fig. 1, polarization conversion is absent foru5uR . Formally,
this is because foru5uR the transverse componentK2z of the wave vector vanishes@see
expression~3!# and therefore Eqs.~2! give Rsp5Tsp50. The physical explanation of this
fact is that forK2z50 the electromagnetic field in medium 2 is a uniform~p-polarized!
plane wave propagating in thex direction with wave numberKx5A«2. It is obvious that
the electric field vector of this wave does not have a component that is parallel t
plane of the 2D system. Hence it follows that foru5uR the total electric field and
currents in the plane of the 2D system are zero and therefore the 2D system do
affect the wave reflection process.

In Fig. 2 the dark tone indicatesv –u regions win which the polarization conversio
coefficientRsp.0.99 for various values of the surface electron density in the 2D sys
The figure also shows the dispersion curvesv@Kx(u)# of the cyclotron polaritons for the
same values of the surface density. For a low electron density efficient polariz
conversion occurs near the cyclotron polariton frequency (v.vc) for any angle of
incidence of the wave. This corresponds to the case of weak coupling, when the ex
wave induces comparatively low currents in the 2D system. As the electron de
increases, the coupling of the external wave with the 2D system increases, an

FIG. 1. Coefficient of conversion of the polarization in the reflected wave versus the angle of inciden!
Ns5231012 cm22

; H0 ~kG!: 44 ~1!, 45 ~2!, 46 ~3!, 46.5~4!, 47 ~5!, b! H0546 kG;Ns(1012 cm22
): 0.8 ~1!, 0.9

~2!, 1 ~3!, 2 ~4!, 3 ~5!; v/2pc560 cm21
, «1512.8, «251, m* 50.07m0, wherem0 is the free-electron mass
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frequency range in which efficient polarization conversion occurs increases. In this
complete polarization conversion occurs at frequencies different from the characte
oscillation frequencies of the 2D system.

The effect of electron scattering in the 2D system on the polarization conve
efficiency is demonstrated in Fig. 3. It is evident that a high conversion efficiency
mains even in the presence of electron scattering if the electron density in the 2D s
is high. At the same time, if the coupling of the external wave with the cyclotron o
lations in the 2D system is weak~low electron density!, electron scattering suppresses t
polarization conversion effect almost completely.

In conclusion, we note that the solution of the problem of the incidence of as-
polarized wave on a 2D electron system gives the same values for the polariz

conversion coefficients (Rps5Rsp) in the total internal reflection regime. This attests to
reciprocal character of the polarization conversion process foru>uR .

We thank Yu. A. Kosevich for calling our attention to the problem of reson

FIG. 2. Regions of the parametersv –u with the highest polarization conversion efficiency and dispers
curves for cyclotron polaritons for«1512.8,«251, H0546 kG, andNs (1012 cm22

): 0.2 ~1!, 1 ~2!, 2 ~3!, 3 ~4!.
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conversion of the polarization of electromagnetic radiation in 2D electron systems.
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FIG. 3. Curves1 and 3 correspond to the case when there is no electron scattering in the 2D systemt
50); curves2 and4 correspond to 1/t51011 s21. Curves1 and2: Ns5231012 cm22

, H0546 kG; curves3
and4: Ns5231011 cm22

, H0545.3 kG. All other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
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Self-deflection of laser beams during holographic
recording in photorefractive crystals

M. P. Petrov,* ) A. P. Paugurt, and V. V. Bryksin
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences,
194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

~Submitted 11 June 1999; resubmitted 12 July 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 4, 253–256~25 August 1999!

We have observed dynamic deflection of laser beams reflected from a
crystal surface during recording of dynamic holograms in a photore-
fractive crystal. A theory describing the principal experimental facts is
presented. The model takes into account the nonlinear interaction of
space-charge waves. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00516-2#

PACS numbers: 42.70.Ln, 42.70.Nq, 42.40.Ht, 42.65.Hw

In photorefractive crystals,1 an electric-field grating is formed when holograms a
recorded, and this grating gives rise to a refractive-index grating as a result o
electrooptic effect as well as to elastic stress and strain gratings due to the piezoe
effect. A periodic relief of the crystal surface, giving rise to diffraction of the record
~or reading! beams from the surface, can arise under certain conditions. Such diffra
has been observed in static2 and dynamic3 regimes. In the latter case the recording w
done by an interference pattern oscillating around an average position, and the o
tions themselves arose because one of the recording beams was phase-modul
theoretical analysis of the surface relief during holographic recording is given in R
4–6 for several specific situations. In the present letter we report a different e
self-deflection of the writing beams from the crystal surface during the recording
hologram in a photorefractive crystal. This effect is also due to space-charge fields
holographic grating and the piezoelectric effect, but it is not related with the per
relief of the surface and the diffraction of light by this relief. The self-deflection ef
can be explained by the nonlinear interaction of a static grating of photoexcited ca
with the traveling wave of the space-charge field.

The experiment was performed as follows. An approximately cubic Bi12SiO20

~BSO! single crystal with 3 mm edges was chosen as the object of the investigations
front face ~parallel to the~110! crystallographic plane! was optically ground and pol
ished, while the back face was worked with coarse emery cloth to minimize refle
from it, since preliminary experiments showed that the beams reflected from the
face give rise to additional gratings that make it difficult to interpret the experime
data. An electric fieldE0 ~Fig. 1! was applied to the side faces~along the@001# axis!. The
front face was illuminated with two beams from a Coherent DRSS-532-200 (l5532
nm! laser, one of which was phase-modulated~with frequencyV52p f and amplitude
2600021-3640/99/70(4)/5/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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u). Measurements of the ac signal in the reflected beam were performed usin
different variants for illumination of the photodetector. In the first case the reflected b
was incident completely on the photodetector, and the signal due to two-wave inter
as a result of diffraction by the surface relief of the sample could be detected as was
in Ref. 3. The signal due to small deflections of the beam cannot be detected here
the aperture of the photodetector was several times greater than the beam cross se
the second case, a screen covering approximately half the beam cross section was
in front of the photodetector; this made it possible to detect oscillations of the pos
~deflection! of the beam or changes in its transverse cross section. In what follows
simplicity we shall call the signals detected in the first case diffraction signals and
detected in the second case deflection signals. Figure 2 shows the dependence
deflection and diffraction signals on the phase-modulation frequency for two sp

FIG. 1. Diagram of the experimental arrangement:1 — crystal,2 — photodetector,3 — screen;I S , I R —
beams recording a hologram. The dashed lines show the deformation of the crystal accompanying the
tion of a uniform electric field along the@001# axis.

FIG. 2. Deflection and diffraction signals versus the phase-modulation frequency for two angles betwe
incident beams:s — frequency dependence of the diffraction signal forn520 mm21, E0510 kV/cm;d and
D — frequency dependence of the deflection signals forn520 mm21 and n5135 mm21, respectively (E0

510 kV/cm!.
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frequencies (n) of the recorded gratings, i.e., for two angles between the incident be
For other values ofn ~120, 80, 40 mm21) the experimental data for the deflection signa
have a form qualitatively similar to that presented in Fig. 2, but the position of
maximum and the absolute value of the signals depended onn. We note that the deflec
tion signals depend linearly on the photodetector–crystal distance, while no such d
dence was observed for the diffraction signals. The diffraction signals could be obs
only for comparatively low spatial frequencies, and they were not observed forn5135
mm21.

Figure 3 shows the intensity of the detected signals versus the applied electric
The dependence is quadratic for the deflection signal and and linear for the diffra
signal. Moreover, it was found that mechanical pressure applied along the@001# axis
produces a linear shift of resonance frequencies as a function of pressure.

The theoretical interpretation is based on taking into account the nonlineari
space-charge formation during the recording of holographic gratings in photorefra
crystals.7 The traveling space-charge field grating, proportional to exp@i(kx2Vt)#, inter-
acts with the static photoexcited carrier grating, proportional to exp(2ikx), which leads
~as a result of the multiplication in the expression7 for the current densityj (x,t)) to the
appearance of a fieldEsc;exp(2iVt) which is uniform over the sample but oscillates
time. Herek52pn is the wave number of the grating. The fieldEsc gives rise via the
piezoelectric effect to elastic displacement of the sample surface~in a direction normal to
the surface!, which is the reason for the shift~displacement! or deflection of the beam
reflected from the surface. For uniform displacement of the crystal surface, the refl
beam will shift by an amount that depends on the displacement of the crystal surfac
the angle of incidence. An exact calculation using the scheme of Ref. 7 but assumin
the crystal is powered by a current source and not a voltage source~as was done earlier!
gives the following expression for the detected deflection signal:

Uout5cd14Esc , ~1!

where c is a certain coefficient that depends on the geometry of the experiment~the
position of the screen, the photodetector–sample distance, the angle of incidence,
on!, d14540.5310212 C/N is the piezoelectric coefficient,8

FIG. 3. Deflection signal (d, n580 mm21) and diffraction signal (j, n520 mm21) versus the external
electric field. The deflection signal was measured at frequencies corresponding to resonance, and the di
signal was measured atf 51000 Hz.
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Esc5E0m2du f ~v!cos~Vt1w!, ~2!

m is the contrast of the interference pattern in the sample,w is a phase that depends o
the frequency,v5tMV (tM is the Maxwellian relaxation time!, d5kL0 (L05mtE0 is
the drift length of the carriers,m is the mobility, andt is the carrier lifetime!,

f ~v!5v$~11v2/4!/@~11v2!~112v2~12d2!1v4~11d2!2!#%1/2. ~3!

It follows from this expression that the frequency dependence of the output signal i
resonant character, with the resonance frequency~for d@1)

V r'1/tMd'~kmttME0!21. ~4!

It is well known1 that for BSO the productmt'(128)310211 m2/V. Correspond-
ingly, for E05106 V/m andk523105 m21 we haved'2216. The Maxwellian relax-
ation timetM depends on the illumination, and in our casetM'102321024 s.

Comparing the formulas obtained and the experimental data shows good qual
agreement between theory and experiment. The proposed theory explains, first an
most, the fact that the beam is displaced over the aperture of the photodetector a
existence of a resonance~when the excitation frequency equals the characteristic
quency of the space-charge wave7!. The theory agrees with the experimental dependen
of the position of the resonance on the spatial frequency and with the quadratic d
dence of the amplitude of the output signal on the external field (E0d;E0

2). Moreover,
the model proposed makes it easy to understand the reason for the shift in the res
as a function of the pressure. The point is that when pressure is applied to the sam
electric field appears as a result of the piezoelectric effect. This field adds to the ex
field, and the total field, which depends on the pressure, will appear in the expressi
the resonance frequency~4!. The proposed theory also explains the difference in
dependence of the magnitude of the output signal on the spatial frequency betwe
deflection signal@the signal increases withk) and the diffraction signal~which decreases
with increasingk ~Ref. 3!#. At the same time, the computed and observed values of
deflection signal amplitude differ from one another by one or two orders of magn
and, moreover, the model of an absolute uniform fieldEsc(t) does not explain the ex
perimentally observed dependence of the detected signal on the photodetector–
distance. In our opinion, this is because the field inside the crystal is nonuniform~spe-
cifically, because of near-electrode phenomena!,1 with a characteristic nonuniformity
length much greater than the period of the holographic grating. In this case the in
field, which we calculated, and the deformation of the sample will also be nonunif
and the output signal will be related not only with the displacement but also the an
deflection of the beam incident on the photodetector. In the case of angular deflect
the beam, the signal magnitude will depend on the crystal–photodetector distance,
the absolute value of the signal can be much greater than for displacement of the
On the whole, this agrees with experiment. For a nonuniform field, focusing and
cusing of a beam will also occur.

In conclusion, we note that in the present letter we reported the observation an
an explanation of a new effect in photorefractive crystals — dynamic deflection of be
reflected from a crystal during the recording of an oscillating interference pattern.
work was performed as part of a project of the Russian Fund for Fundamental Res
~Grant No. 98-02-18254!.
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Far-IR radiation of hot holes in germanium for mutually
perpendicular directions of uniaxial pressure and
electric field

V. N. Bondar and A. T. Dalakyan
Institute of Physics, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences, 252650 Kiev, Ukraine

L. E. Vorob’ev and D. A. Firsov
St. Petersburg State University, 195251 St. Petersburg, Russia

V. N. Tulupenko* )

Donbass State Machine Building Academy, 343913 Kramatorsk, Ukraine

~Submitted 14 July 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 4, 257–261~25 August 1999!

The advantages of crossed directions of an electric field and uniaxial
pressure over a parallel configuration for obtaining lasing (l>100mm!
in p-type germanium are substantiated. The results of the first experi-
ments investigating far-IR emission for mutually perpendicular direc-
tions of the field and pressure are reported. The pressure dependences
of the radiation intensity in various electric fields are explained by the
different hole occupation of the states of an impurity center which are
split by uniaxial pressure. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00616-7#

PACS numbers: 42.55.Px, 78.40.Fy, 42.72.Ai

ON THE POSSIBILITIES OF DEVELOPINGA GERMANIUM LASER FOR THE
FAR-IR RANGE AT T577 K

In the 1980s a series of active devices for the far-IR~FIR! range based onp-type
germanium was developed.1 The most powerful device was a laser operating on in
subband hole transitions in crossed electric (E) and magnetic (B) fields.2 Unfortunately,
these devices can operate efficiently only at liquid-helium and liquid-hydrogen tem
tures, which limits their applications. For this reason, the development of FIR-r
lasers operating at liquid-nitrogen and higher temperatures is a central problem in
conductor physics. Lasing (l'100mm! which was observed in Ref. 3 to arise inp-type
germanium~!! for a parallel configuration of the electric field~EF,E51.5–3 kV/cm! and
uniaxial pressure~UP, X'7 –8 kbar forE i X i @111#) offers some hope for solving thi
problem. This conclusion can be drawn on the basis of a comparison of the single
optical path lengths in the active medium that are required for compensating the
and for onset of lasing in a cavity, based on total internal reflection, for a laser oper
on intersubband transitions in crossed electric and magnetic fields (l EB) and for a laser
under uniaxial compression3 ( l EX): in the first casel EB>80–100 mm,1 while in the
second casel EX<4 mm.3
2650021-3640/99/70(4)/5/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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If it is assumed that the main losses are due to diffraction radiation, then fo
values ofl EB andl EX indicated above, the gain of the active medium for lasing3 is at least
an order of magnitude greater than for a laser operating on intersubband transitio
the same time, it should be noted that the geometry with a parallel arrangement of t
and the UP is suboptimal from the standpoint of device applications, and in this re
it loses to the crossed-configuration geometry for a number of reasons. In the first
a static domain with a strong EF, the existence of which leads to high threshold pres
has a negative effect on stimulated emission.4,5 A domain arises as a result of a change
the hole mass at the inflection point of the dispersion curvee(k) for E i X.6 We note that
there is no such feature forE'X ~see Fig. 1!. In the second place, the single-pass opti
path length in the active medium for parallelE andX is several times smaller than fo
crossed orientations. Finally, in the latter case exterior mirrors can be used as ca
which is technically difficult to implement for parallel directions.

The physical reason for the appearance of stimulated emission is inversion
hole distribution on UP-split impurity states.7 It is known that UP lifts the degeneracy o
hole subbands fork50 and for impurity states,8 and as the pressure changes, each of
split impurity levels follows its own subband. ForX.Xres (Xres>2.8 kbar forX i @100#
and Xres>4 kbar for X i @111#) the upper split levele1 ~ground state! lies in the con-
tinuous spectrum of the bottom subbande2 and becomes resonant. As a result of t
effective resonance scattering~trapping! of holes,9 it is partially filled. At the same time,
the lower impurity levele2 in the gap is emptied as a result of breakdown in a strong
It turns out that the fact that the depthd1 of the upper impurity level relative to its
subbande1p is much greater than the corresponding value ofd2 is favorable for inver-
sion.

The results of an investigation of the effect of resonance states on electric cu

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the structure of the valence band of uniaxially strained Ge~schematically!
for pressuresX.Xres, where a resonance statee1 appears.
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flow with E'X for Ge samples cut in various crystallographic directions so thatX i @111#
and X i @100# were presented in Ref. 10. In the present letter we report the resul
investigations of radiation in the rangel'100 mm ~the maximum of the spectral sens
tivity of a Ge:Ga photodetector with quartz and black polyethylene filters! for similar
rectangular samples with orthogonal directions of the EF and UP withR54.2 K. The
optical signal was recorded with a recorded with pressure scanning and electric
pulses with a constant amplitude. The pulse repetition frequency was about 70 H
the pulse duration was 0.4ms.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the computed dependences of the positions of the valence sub
of Ge ~Ref. 8! and the levels of the ground and excited states of a shallow Ga imp
~concerning the construction of these curves, see below! on the splittingD between the
subbands and the experimentally determined pressure dependences of the spon
radiation intensity for one of the experimental samples (X i @111#). We note the corre-
spondence between the abscissas:D5aX, a>4 meV/kbar.

The nonmonotonic behavior of the radiation intensity is interesting. We attribute
increase in the optical signal near 2.5 kbar to optical transitions from a group of the
excited statese1excited ~which become resonant forX.1 kbar! to the ground state leve
e2 . The subsequent decrease of the signal with increasing pressure seems to be
broadening of these states and a decrease of their depth below the bottom of the
subband, which results in their being emptied in a strong EF. The maximum near 5

FIG. 2. a! Splitting of the valence subbands of the ground and excited states of impurity levels as a func
the pressure (e1p ande2p are the energies at the bottoms of the corresponding bands!. The wide arrows show
the transitions corresponding to the a maximum spectral sensitivity of the photodetector Ge~Ga! (l'100mm!.
b! Radiation intensity versus the uniaxial pressure:NA2ND'731014 cm23, T54.2 K, X i @111#, E, kV/cm:
1 — 0.5, 2 — 1.0; 3 — 1.4; 4 — 1.7; 5 — 1.8.
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could be due to transitions between the ground statese1 and e2 . We note that in this
case the parity forbiddenness of the states is lifted by the presence of a strong EF. S
transitions have been observed for parallel orientations of EF and UP.3 In Fig. 2 the wide
arrows show the repective optical transitions with the same photon energy, correspo
to the sensitivity peak of the photodetector.

The pressure dependences of the position of the levele1 were obtained by passin
a smooth curve through three points. The first point is the depth of the Ga lev
undeformed Ge~11.3 meV!. The second one corresponds to the appearance of a
nance level~approximately 16 meV!, and the third one, for the case of high pressu
D>40 meV~this point falls outside the limits of the figure!, was taken from Ref. 11. The
first three excited states,11 with their broadening taken into account, are shown by a sin
wide bande1excited and were constructed in a similar manner. To ensure a unified
proach, the dependencese2 ande2excitedwere found similarly, even though the position
of these levels as a function of pressure are well known from experiments12 and
calculations,13 and they agree well with the values obtained by the indicated metho

Qualitatively, we explain the relative position of the curves at the first maxim
~Fig. 2b! as follows. For appreciable spontaneous emission, the population of the
states should not exceed that of the upper states. For a relatively weak EF~curves1 and
2!, the levele2 remains populated~the incomplete emptying of the ground state of t
impurity, in approximately the same fields, can be explained by a dip in the lasing re
in the range 120–160mm for a laser working at intersubband hole transitions in Ge
crossedE and B fields14!. As the EF increases, the hole population of the levele2

decreases, and appreciable spontaneous emission~curve 3! arises. As the EF increase
further, the excited statese1excited are also emptied, apparently because of breakdo
and transition of holes into the hole subbande1p . As a result, the spontaneous emissi
intensity decreases~curves4 and5!.

The conclusion concerning the transition of holes into the hole subband is confi
by the fact that at the second maximum the alternation of curves with increasing EF

FIG. 3. Radiation intensity versus the UP atT54.2 K: 1 — X i @100#, NA2ND'231014 cm23, E52.2
kV/cm; 2 — X i @111#, NA2ND'731014 cm23, E52.0 kV/cm.
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not occur. In this case, emptying of thee1 level ~ground state! does not occur because o
its large depthd1 below the bottom of its subband. At the same time, sinced2 decreases
with increasing pressure, in identical electric fields the population of the levele2 will be
smaller for 5 kbar than 2.5 kbar. This is reflected in the fact that the increment to
radiation intensity and the values of the maxima themselves are greater for 5 kba
2.5 kbar.

Results similar to those presented in Fig. 2 were also obtained forX i @100# (a
'6 meV/kbar!. If the radiation intensity is plotted as a function of the splittingD rather
than the pressureX, then the positions of the maxima on the abscissa will be practic
the same for both directions of the pressure.

On this basis, it is not surprising that for some samples a jump in the optical s
by two orders of magnitude was observed at the maximum of the spontaneous em
~see Fig. 3!. We note first that the pressures corresponding to the threshold increase
signal make it possible to attribute the signal to the appearance of resonance state1 .
Then it can be concluded, by analogy to Ref. 3, that in strong EFs lasing on total in
reflection modes arises due to intracenter inversion in the hole distribution.

This work is partially supported by the Ukrainian Fund for Fundamental Stu
~Grant No. 2.4/970! and grants from MOPO of the Russian Federation.
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Observation of MeV ions in long-pulse, large-scale laser-
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A new approach for investigation of the generation of fast ions and hot
electrons inside the same plasma volume in laser-produced plasmas is
proposed. It is based on the spectroscopic observation of line radiation
from singly and doubly excited levels with simultaneous high spectral
and spatial resolution. The experimental results demonstrate the obser-
vation of fast ions from highly charged target material inside the
plasma volume and suggest that the generally accepted scaling relations
are seriously invalid under certain conditions. Even at rather modest
intensities ions with energies of several MeV are observed. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00716-1#

PACS numbers: 52.50.Jm, 52.25.Jm

When laser radiation interacts with solids a large number of particles, both
~electrons! and heavy~ions!, can be accelerated to velocities of directed motion subs
tially exceeding thermal ones. This effect was found at the beginning of the 1960s1 At
the present time such acceleration has been observed in plasmas created by laser p
2700021-3640/99/70(4)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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various duration, wavelengths, and intensities. The analysis of quite a number of dif
experiments carried out on 25 laser installations has yielded the empirical depende
the mean energy of fast particles on the parameterql2 (q is the laser flux density andl
is laser wavelength! over a wide range:ql25(101021018) W • m m2/cm2 ~Ref. 2!. For
parametersql2,1013W •m m2/cm2 this dependence was determined from the results
experiments:3–13at ql251013W •m m2/cm2 the mean energy of fast ions does not exce
values of about 1 keV/amu. This empirical estimate agrees quite well with known
retical mechanisms of fast ion generation.14–16However there are known also experime
tal results17,18 which do not fit into the generally accepted scaling relations: atql2

51013W•m m2/cm2 a mean energy of fast ions of about 10 keV/amu was observed
present there is no comprehensive theory available which can account for the prese
fast particles outside the scaling relations.2

In all these previous experiments the mean energy of the fast ions was deter
through time-of-flight measurements with Faraday cups, from the arrival of the
signal of the fast ions. It is not obvious, however, that energy measurements outsi
plasma correspond directly to the energy of the fast particles inside the plasma v
where the laser interaction takes place. The same drawback pertains to measurem
hot electrons.

The present paper reports experiments employing a quite different approach f
measurement of fast particles: registration of the emission lines from the target io
means of spherically bent mica crystals,19 a technique which provides simultaneous hi
spectral and spatial resolution and non-Maxwellian spectrum analysis.20–22 The experi-
mental results obtained show that even for rather modest intensities it is possi
accelerate ions to energies of directed motion of up to 100 keV/amu inside the p
volume.

Experiments were carried out at the ‘‘nhelix-laser’’ installation~nanosecond high-
energy laser for heavy ion experiments! at GSI in Darmstadt, Germany. The ‘‘nhelix’’ is
a Nd-glass/Nd-YAG laser (l las51.06mm! with a pulse duration of 15 ns and an ener
up to 100 J. The present experiments, however, were performed with an energy o
The laser radiation is focused with a planoconvex lens~diameter 100 mm, focal length
f 5130 mm! onto a solid Teflon~CF2) target. In order to obtain different laser intensiti
at the target, the distance between the lens and the target was changed~by moving the
lens!. Investigation of the intensity inside the focus showed that no hot spots appe

Soft x-ray line radiation was recorded simultaneously by two spectrographs
spherically bent mica crystals. The mutual arrangement of laser beam, targets and
trographs is shown schematically in Fig. 1a. The radii of curvature of the two cry
were 150 mm~No. 1 in Fig. 1b! and 100 mm~No. 2 in Fig. 1b!. Both spectrographs wer
installed in the FSSR-2D scheme.19,23This allowed the recording of spectra with spect
resolution of l/Dl5300025000 and spatial resolution~with one-dimension! of
dx525245mm. The first spectrograph recorded the plasma radiation in the dire
parallel to the target surface, and the second one at an angle of 55°. Spectrograph
tuned on the spectral rangel5(14215) Å, containing the resonance line Lya ~the tran-
sition 2p–1s) of the H-like ion FIX and the Heb line ~transition 1s3p1P121s2) of
He-like FVIII. Examples of the spectrograms are shown in Fig. 1b. The diameter o
emission area parallel to the target surface (x coordinate! was 540mm ~FWHM! for the
Lya line and 810mm for the Heb line. Investigations with a pinhole camera show that
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Lya emission region is about a factor of 2 smaller than those measured with the pin
Moreover, the observed long extended halo~up to about 1 cm! was identified as the
emission of the He-like resonance and intercombination line (Hea51s2p1P121s2 and
Ya51s2p3P121s2, respectively!. We note that for a spot size of 540mm we obtain an
averaged intensity of 531011W/cm2 at the target.

From Fig. 1b we can see the anisotropy of the spectral characteristics of the p
radiation. Spectral lines recorded by the first spectrograph and, consequently, radia
direction parallel to the target surface~i.e., in direction perpendicular to the direction o
the predominant plasma expansion!, are rather narrow and have the symmetrical l

FIG. 1. Scheme of the experiment~a! and examples of spectrograms~b! obtained for different directions of
observation:1 — parallel to the target surface,2 — at an angle of 55° to the target surface.
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shape~see also Figs. 2 and 3!. Contrary to this, spectral lines recorded by the seco
spectrograph have strongly asymmetric profiles with enhanced short-wavelength w

It is possible to show that observed line profiles can not be explained by Stark e
in a dense plasma. For example, the theoretical results obtained for Lya- line of FIX are
presented in Fig. 4. The line profiles were calculated taking into account the quas
ion microfield Stark broadening, the broadening due to elastic collisions with elect
and the Doppler shifts, in the form

S21~v!5
1

p1/2gDA21
(
a

Aa1E
0

`

VS v2v212Dvab

gD
,
ga

gD
D Pa~Zi ,b!db;

hereAa1 is the transition probability for the sublevel with the parabolic quantum num
a[(n1 ,n2 ,m), V(x,y) is the Voigt function with the Doppler widthgD and the collision
width ga for each sublevel~according to Ref. 24!, Dva is the linear Stark shift of the
sublevel in the fieldF05Zie/r 0

2, r 050.62Ni
21/3 is the mean separation between ions,Zi

andNi are the mean ion charge and density,Pa(Zi ,b) is the distribution function of the
ionic field F5F0b, which takes into account the Debye screening and ion correla
effects.25 The parametera5r 0 /r D , andr D is the Debye length.

FIG. 2. Profile of the Heb line of the ion FVIII, radiated by a laser-produced plasma in the direction paralle
the target surface~1! and at an angle of 55° from the target surface~2!.

FIG. 3. Profile of the 2p–1s line of the ion FIX, radiated by laser-produced plasma in the direction paralle
the target surface~1! and at an angle of 55° from the target surface~2!.
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It can be seen from Fig. 4 that even at a plasma densityNe51021cm23 the Stark
effect has no substantial effect on either linewidth or line shift, and it cannot explain
experimental results.

The only, and very obvious, reason for such a difference of the spectra is
Doppler upshift of the frequencies of photons radiated in the direction of the predom
motion of ions. In this case the photons recorded by the first spectrograph expe
practically no frequency shift~the transverse Doppler effect is negligible!. The asymme-
try of the lines recorded by the second spectrograph is connected with anisotropy
microscopic movements of plasma from the flat massive target~the plasma can expan
only away from the target, i.e., in direction toward the spectrograph!. From the densito-
grams presented in Figs. 2 and 3 it is seen that a significant number of photons s
relative frequency shift of (l2l0)/l05(0.521.5)31022. These values corresponds
ion velocities in the direction of observation ofVobs5(1.524.5)3108 cm/s. From these
figures we can also see, that the velocities of fast H-like ions FIX and their concentr
is higher than for He-like ions FVIII. The symmetrical shape of the profiles of li
recorded by the first spectrograph means that the motion of fast ions occurs normal
target surface. It means that the perpendicular velocity component of their moti
1/cos55°51.74 times greater thanVobs. Hence, the energy of fast ions FIX in our e
periments was about 2.5 MeV.

Figure 5 shows the space resolved Hea line, the intercombination line Ya and the
Li-like dielectronic satellite spectra 1s2lnl 821s22l ~registration with a third spherically
bent mica crystal,R5100 mm, same shot as in Fig. 1b, No. 1!. Even for distances
x'0.8 mm, strong Doppler-shifted wings of the Hea line are observed, and closer to th
target the wing structure is even more pronounced~we note that the so-called ‘‘blue
satellites’’26 cannot be the cause of the observed line wing asymmetry in our case!. The
spectral distribution of the dielectronic 1s2l2l 8 satellites~indicated asqr, a–d, jkl ; for
satellite designations see Ref. 27! is sensitive to hot electrons. Figure 6 shows the n
Maxwellian collisional–radiative calculations for an optically thick plasma carried
with the MARIA codes.20 It can clearly be seen that with an increasing fractionf hot

~relative to the bulk electrons with densityne~bulk!! of hot electrons~with density
ne~hot!!

FIG. 4. The profiles of the 2p–1s line of the ion FIX, calculated with allowance for the quasistatic i
microfield Stark broadening, broadening due to the elastic collisions with electrons, and the Doppler broa
for a plasma withTe5Ti5250 eV.
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f hot5
ne~hot!

ne~hot!1ne~bulk!

the intensity of theqr satellites increases relative to thejk satellites. This effect is base
on the increased collisional inner-shell excitation of theqr satellites from the Li-like
1s22l states by hot electrons, whereas for thejk satellites the dielectronic capture cha
nels still dominate. Note that ion abundances are simultaneously calculated for
Maxwellian electrons to take into account the shifted ionic populations for diffe
charge states. As can be seen from Fig. 6 the shift to higher ionization states~caused by

FIG. 5. Space-resolved Hea emission. The laser beam was perpendicular to the target, the angle between
and spectrometer was 45°;x is the distance from the target surface.

FIG. 6. Hot electron diagnostic based on the relative intensities of the Li-like dielectronic satellitesqr, a–d,
k j . The parameters for the non-Maxwellian collisional radiative MARIA modeling20 are: nuclear chargeZn

512, bulk electron temperaturekTbulk5100 eV, electron densityne51021 cm23, plasma sizeLeff5500 mm,
beam ‘‘temperature’’kTbeam53 keV. With increasing fraction of hot electrons, theqr satellites rise relative to
the jk satellites.
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increased ionization processes involving hot electrons! does not compensate the increas
inner-shell excitation. Density variations showed that for our range of parameters,
tribution effects inside the 1s2l2l 8 satellite structure can not be made responsible for
qr/ jk intensity interplay shown in Fig. 6.

In conclusion, we have developed a new diagnostic for the investigation of fas
and hot electron generation by means of space-resolved high-resolution x-ray spe
copy. Fast ions and hot electrons can be investigated inside the plasma and also ins
same plasma volume. The experimental results demonstrate that MeV ions can b
erated at intensities much lower than predicted by scaling relations. According t
existing theoretical analyses based on quite a number of experimental results~see
review2!, such ion energies can arise only at much higher values~two orders of magni-
tude higher values of the parameterql2).

This work was supported in part by INTAS Grant 97-2090.
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Ohm’s law in a chiral plasma
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The motion of plasma electrons in a stochastic electromagnetic field is
studied in the low-conductivity limit. It is shown that under very gen-
eral conditions, in the presence of a nonzero average chirality of the
small-scale electromagnetic field, the effective current depends on the
curl of the applied electric field,j5sE1sk curlE, just as for similar
dependences for the electric displacement and magnetic induction vec-
tors in optically active and artificial chiral media. Under certain condi-
tions such an Ohm’s law leads to growth of the magnetic field, the
structure of the growth being dependent on the conductivity of the
medium. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~99!00816-6#

PACS numbers: 52.40.Db, 52.20.2j

In recent years investigators have been specially drawn to phenomena arising
context of chiral electrodynamics. The generalized laws expressing the relationsh
tween the inductions~magnetic induction and electric displacement! and field intensities
~magnetic and electric fields! are used as a basis for studying such phenomena.
example, the electric displacement is represented as1–3

D5«0E1«k curlE. ~1!

HereE is the electric field,«0 is the permittivity of the isotropic medium, and«k is a
pseudoscalar chirality parameter.

The breaking of the mirror symmetry of micromotions should also lead to a ge
alization of Ohm’s law for the current:

j5sE1sk curlE. ~2!

Heres andsk are, respectively, the conductivity and the chirality parameter.

One possible cause of chirality is asymmetry of the structure of the subst
specifically, the right–left asymmetry of molecules. At the same time, substances w
simple structure~for example, an electron–proton plasma! do not have this possibility.
For them chirality can arise either as a result of reflection-asymmetric motions or be
the electromagnetic fields possess such a property. For this, for example, it is suf
for the random electromagnetic field to possess nonzero averages^A–curlA& (A is the
vector potential,̂ . . . & is the ensemble average!. Reflection-asymmetric effects in th
current have also been taken into account previously in the analysis of the genera
large-scale magnetic structures~see, for example, Ref. 4 and the bibliography giv
2770021-3640/99/70(4)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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therein!. However, this was not done sufficiently systematically, which, specifically
the approximation of electronic magnetohydrodynamics~EMHD! cannot lead to the cor
rect form of Ohm’s law. We note in conclusion that the possibility of the existence of
~2! also follows from the representation of Ohm’s law in a plasma in terms of
correlation function of microcurrents,5 if it is assumed that mirror symmetry of the latte
is broken.

Let us consider the motion of electrons in a stochastic electromagnetic field
prescribed correlation properties. Taking into account the inertia of the electrons
enable us to prove the validity of the generalized Ohm’s law~2! in a plasma with random
chiral fields and to calculate directly the parameterss and sk . We consider the case
where the ion motion can be neglected~EMHD approximation!.

Let us assume that initially a regular large-scale nonuniform electric-field pertu
tion, weak enough to change substantially the correlation properties of the fluctuatio
the electromagnetic fields, is imposed initially on the system. We note that in Ref.
behavior of plasma in a completely isotropic electromagnetic random chiral field
investigated in the kinetic approximation, and the properties of the velocity distribu
function of the charged particles were analyzed. However, in Ref. 6 there was no av
electric field and Ohm’s law was not studied.

Let us write for the velocityv of the electrons

dv

dt
5

e

me
S E1

1

c
@v3B# D . ~3!

Decomposing the electromagnetic field into a sum of a large-scale slow component
fast small-scale component~with zero average!, we write

E5^E&1Ẽ, B5^B&1B̃. ~4!

As already mentioned above,

u^E&u!^Ẽ2&1/2, u^B&u!^B̃2&1/2.

Switching to the Fourier representation, we write

2 iw^v̂~k,w!&5
e

me
S ^Ê~k,w!&1

1

cE @^v̂~q,s!3B̂~k2q,w2s!&#dqdsD . ~5!

The correlation̂ v̂(q,s)3B̂(k2q,w2s) can be expressed in terms of the cumulants
the stochastic magnetic field according to the Furutsu–Novikov–Donsker formula7

^v̂~q,s!3B̂~k2q,w2s!& i

5« i jkE K d v̂ j~q,s!

dB̂m~k8,w8!
L ^B̂m~k8,w8!B̂k~k2q,w2s!&dk8dw81« i jk

3E K d2v̂ j~q,s!

dB̂m~k8,w8!dB̂n~k9,w9!
L ^B̂m~k8,w8!B̂n~k9,w9!B̂k

3~k2q,w2s!&dk8dk9dw8dw91 . . . ~6!
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The variational derivativêd v̂ j (q,s)/dB̂m(k8,w8) & satisfies the equation

2 isK d v̂ j~q,s!

dB̂m~k8,w8!
L 52

es

mec
« j lm

ql

q2
d~s2w8!d~q2k8!

1
e

mec
« j lm^v̂ l~q2k8,s2w8!&1

e

mec
« j lr

3E K d v̂ l~q8,s8!

dB̂m~k8,w8!
L ^B̂r~q2q8,s2s8!&dq8ds81

e

mec
« j lr

3K d2v̂ l~q8,s8!

dB̂m~k8,w8!dB̂n~q82q,s82s!
L Q̂nr~q2q8,s2s8!. ~7!

Here

^B̂m~k8,w8!B̂k~k2q,w2s!&5Q̂mk~k2q,w2s!d~k2q1k8!d~w2s1w8!. ~8!

For uniform isotropic gyrotropic fluctuations the correlation tensor has the form

Q̂mk~q,s!5S dmk2
qmqk

q2 D EM~q,s!

4pq2
1 i

HM~q,s!

8pq4
«mktqt . ~9!

The equation for the second variational derivative contains the third, and so on. I
general case the problem is not closed. The systematic procedure proposed in Ref
be used to take into account correlation times which are not short. In the present let
confine our attention to the limit of fluctuations which ared-correlated in time. Then the
first term remains in Eq.~6!, which is identical to the Gaussian approximation. This i
good approximation for short correlation times also. The last term in Eq.~7! is zero.
Then, taking into account the nonuniformity of the average magnetic field up to se
order in the perturbation theory, we obtain

K d v̂ j~q,s!

dB̂m~k8,w8!
L 52 i

e

mec
« j lm

ql

q2
d~s2w8!d~q2k8!1 i

e

smec
« j lm^v̂ l~q2k8,s

2w8!&1
1

s S e

mec
D 2

« j lr « lpm

kp8

k82
^B̂r~q2k8,s2w8!&. ~10!

The higher orders, assuming the perturbations of the average fields and currents
small, can be neglected. Substituting expression~10! into Eq. ~5! and integrating overq
ands, in the limit of a random process which isd correlated in time@the temporal part of
the correlation function is 2tcord(t2t8)], we find that the average equation of motion
an electron in a weak nonuniform electric field against the background of uniform
tuations of the electromagnetic background has the form
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S 2 iw1
2

3 S e

mec
D 2

^B2&tcorD ^v̂&5
e

me
S ^Ê&2

2

3

e

me
S e

mec
D 2 tcor

iw
^A–B& i @k3^Ê&#

1
2

3

e

me
S e

mec
D 2 tcor

iw
^A2&@k3@k3^Ê&## D , ~11!

where the effective transport coefficients are directly related with the average en
helicity, and squared rotational component of the vector potential of the stochastic
netic field ~curlA5B):

^B2&5E EM~q!dq, ^A–B&5E HM~q!

q2
dq, ^A2&5E EM~q!

q2
dq. ~12!

We note that in order for the indicated averages to converge,EM(q) must decrease a
infinity more rapidly thanq21, and in the limitq→0 it must behave asqm, wherem
>1. The latter restriction also pertains toHM(q,s). In the calculations, the relationshi
between the fieldsB and E in terms of the Maxwell’s equation, written in the Fourie

representation asB̂5 c/w @k3Ê#, and the series expansion of the tensorQ̂mk(k2q,w

2s)5Q̂km(q2k,s2w) for k!q were used.

In the functional approach, it is not difficult to take account of non-Gaussian eff
We note that, as a rule, they lead to renormalization of the effective transport coeffic
obtained in the Gaussian or short-correlated approximation.9–11

Determining the mean-square Larmor frequency of the magnetic-field fluctuatio
wL

25^eB/mec &2, we write for the conductivity tensorj i(k,w)5ŝ i l (k,w)El(k,w):

ŝ i l ~k,w!5
ne2

S 2 iw1
2

3 S e

mec
D 2

^B2&tcorDme

F S 12
2

3

wL
2tcor

iw

^A2&

^B2&
k2D d i l

1
2

3

wL
2tcor

iw

^A2&

^B2&
kikl2

2

3

wL
2tcor

iw

^A•B&

^B2&
i« ir l kr G . ~13!

The particle collision frequencyn51/t is taken into account via the substitution2 iw
→(2 iw1n), whence

j ~k,0!5~s1s* k2!^Ê~k,w!&2s* k~k•^Ê~k,w!&!1 isk@k3^Ê~k,w!&#, ~14!

where

s5
ne2t

S 11
2

3 S e

mec
D 2

^B2&tcort Dme

, sk5
2

3

^A–B&

^B2&
wL

2tcort•s,

s* 5
2

3

^A2&

^B2&
wL

2tcort•s, ~15!

Performing the inverse Fourier transform we obtain for the current

j5s^E&1sk curl̂ E&2s D^E&1s ¹div^E&. ~16!
* *
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Therefore the effective Ohm’s law in a fluctuational electromagnetic field with non
average chirality~helicity! does indeed have the form~2!, similar to the dependences fo
the induction and magnetization in optically active and chiral media.

Let us examine the evolution of the average magnetic field in a medium w
fluctuating electromagnetic field with nonzero chirality, using the obtained Ohm’s
Studying the problem in the Fourier representation, we introduce the linear operat

L̂ i j 5d i j 2
s*

s1s* k2
kikj1 i

sk

s1s* k2
« i l j kl . ~17!

For the inverse operatorL̂21 we have

L̂ i j
215

d i j 2 i ~sk /~s1s* k2!!~12s* k2/~s1s* k2!!« i l j kl

~12~sk /~s1s* k2!!2k2!

1
~s* /~s1s* k2!2~sk /~s1s* k2!!2!kikj

~12s* k2/~s1s* k2!!S 12S sk

s1s* k2D 2

k2D . ~18!

If we neglect the displacement current, the electric fieldÊ is

Ê5
ic

4p~s1s* k2!
L̂21@k3B̂#. ~19!

and the closed equation forB̂ assumes the form

]B̂

]t
52

c2k2

4p~s1s* k2!

~B̂2 is@k3B̂# !

12s2k2
, ~20!

where

s5
sk

s1s* k2
.

The equation~20! is nonlocal. At first glance, an additional curl falls outside the scal
accuracy — it is of orderk3, and it and the next additional term in the equation for
average large-scale magnetic field could be neglected. However, considering a solu
the form

B̂~k,t !5B̂~k,0!exp~gt !,

we obtain for the growth rate

g1,252
c2k2

4p~s1s* k26skk!
. ~21!

As one can see from Eq.~21!, the dependence of the growth rate on the wave num
actually does not exceedk2. Depending on the values of the coefficientss, s , andsk
*
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the following situations are possible: 1! for usku,2(ss* )1/2 the disturbances of the
average magnetic field decay for all values ofk; 2! for usku>2(ss* )1/2 exponential
growth of the magnetic field is possible on the scales

usku2~sk
224ss* !1/2

2s*
,k,

usku1~sk
224ss* !1/2

2s*
. ~22!

A characteristic feature of this instability is the existence of threshold minimal
maximal scales for the unstable modes. If we introduce the characteristic scalel of the
fluctuational magnetic field and the characteristic chiral scalelk , then the characteristic
scale of the unstable modes will be of orderl;2l2/lk . It could turn out that the
instability of the mean field will develop in a large-scale region and at the boundary
inside the dissipation interval. We thereby see that together with the inverse ca
processes there can also be direct cascade processes — the short-wavelength ge
of an average magnetic field.

The instability obtained shows that in the presence of a sufficient level of fluc
tional chirality, coherent perturbations of the magnetic field can grow also in a situ
that is the opposite of the high-conductivity cases~studied, for example, in Ref. 4 an
also associated with chirality!. The general case and the boundary where both poss
ties become equal will be the subject of a further investigation.

This work was supported in part by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Res
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On the state of supersaturation of a 2D electron system
on a liquid-helium surface

V. B. Shikin
Institute of Solid-State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovk
Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 9 June 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 4, 274–278~25 August 1999!

The reasons why supersaturated states appear for a 2D electron system
on a liquid-helium surface and the possibility of stationary existence of
such states are discussed. The main characteristics of a 2D electron
system on helium under stationary saturation conditions are calculated.
It is shown that the well-known saturation state for electrons above
helium is one of a continuum of supersaturated states. The experimental
possibilities for observing and identifying supersaturated states for
electrons on a helium surface are noted. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~99!00916-0#

PACS numbers: 67.55.2s, 73.20.2r, 84.32.Tt

A 2D electron system on a liquid-helium surface is conventionally prepared us
flat capacitor with a charged liquid boundary between the plates~see, for example, Ref
1!. The potential differenceV on the capacitor plates leads to the appearance of ele
fields E1 andE2 above and below this boundary,

E152
4pensd1V

d1h
, E25

4pensh2V

d1h
, d1h!W, ~1!

that confine the 2D electron system with finite densityns near the vapor–liquid surface
Here d and h are, respectively, the thickness of the helium film and the width of
vacuum gap between the helium and the top electrode. The dimensions of the capa
the horizontal plane are 2W.

Under the conditionsE1 50 or

Vs524pensd ~2!

the electrons are no longer confined on a liquid substrate by the external field and
‘‘escape’’ into the interior volume of the gas phase of helium. A 2D electron syste
said to be saturated in relation to Eq.~2!.

Formula~2! makes it possible to determine the densityns quite simply, and for this
reason the properties of a 2D electron system in a saturation state on helium ar
commonly studied. Nonetheless, the important details of a state with saturation need
determined more accurately, as proposed in the present letter. The problem is to de
saturation as one of a continuum of supersaturated states in a system of electr
helium, where charges are located not only on the main liquid-helium surface bu
2830021-3640/99/70(4)/5/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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also be localized on other parts of the cell that are coated with a thin helium film,
of the cell, specifically, on the top capacitor plate. The properties of the two-layer
tron system arising have still not been discussed systematically.

1. We note, first of all, that for Eqs.~1! and~2! to hold, the electrons must have fre
access to the top capacitor plate. In reality, however, when working with supe
helium, all inner parts of the cell, including the top capacitor plate, are coated with a
~of the order of the natural thicknessd;1026 cm! helium film. Under these condition
the general picture of the filling of a vacuum gap above helium by electrons cha
because in the charging process the electrons settle with densitynd not only on the
bottom film d but also with densitynt on the top filmd:

nd1nt5ns . ~3!

In what follows, a state with two 2D electron layers is said to be supersaturated. The
of supersaturation is shown schematically in Fig. 1. To describe this state in the el
static approximation, the electric field between the two 2D electron layers must vani~in
addition, the definitions leading to Eq.~1! are also required!. Here

4pend5
4pensd2V

d1d
, nt5ns2nd . ~4!

It is easy to see that in the two-layer model the electron density above the helium c
finite without havingVÞ0, because in the absence of voltage

4pend
o5

4pensd

d1d
, 4pent

o5
4pensd

d1d
. ~5!

Here the internal Coulomb fields confine the electrons in local states on the top
bottom helium films. The total numberN of electrons is limited only by the stability o
the charged helium surface.

It is natural that for the critical valueVs ~2! in the electrostatic approximation a
electrons are on thed film, i.e., nd5ns .

FIG. 1. Arrangement of electrons on helium films in the two-component approximation.
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Therefore, in the problem with filmsd andd the existence region of 2D equilibrium
electronic states above helium expands. Their presence becomes possible even
supersaturation conditions

0<V<Vs , ~6!

and the saturation~2! can be interpreted as one of the supersaturated states.

We also note that according to Eq.~4!, in a supersaturated state it is no long
possible to useV to monitor the charging level of the main part of the 2D electron sys
localized on the liquid substrated. For this reason, the standard procedure for estima
ns , whereV is given and then the cell is charged up to saturation~i.e., up to densityns

~2!!, in reality leavesns arbitrary. To estimate the fractionsnd andnt , additional infor-
mation is required about the behavior of the 2D electron system in a supersaturated

2. One of the standard channels for obtaining information on the densityns is to
measure the capacitance of a cell with 2D electrons. In the present model of an in
2D system, the question is the behavior of the derivativedE2 /dV, which determines the
change in the charge on the bottom plate as a result of variation ofV with ns fixed. This
derivative undergoes a jump at a transition from the situation~1! to the supersaturate
state~4!

dE2 /dVuV.Vs

dE2 /dVuV,Vs

5
d1d

d1h
. ~7!

Therefore, the capacitance of the cell changes abruptly at the pointVs ~it increases
in the present case!, and this circumstance can be used for diagnostics of a 2D syste
helium.

3. We shall now say a few words about the role of image forces in the super
ration problem. For values ofd of the order of 1026 cm, the image energy

Ut52e2/4d ~8!

is of the order of 500 K~together with possible correlation corrections!. Under these
conditions, the purely electrostatic equilibrium between the fractionsnd and nt , which
was discussed above, needs to be corrected. Instead of equipotentiality of the g
tween the two electron layers, which was used above, it is natural to require tha
electrochemical potentials of these fractions be equal or, equivalently,

Ut1ew t1T ln nt5Ud1ewd1T ln nd , ~9!

where the corresponding electric potentialsw t andwd are taken from the solution of th
electrostatic problem for a layered system with two densities:nt andnd on the filmsd
andd and an external potential differenceV between the capacitor plates.

Taking account of the scale of the energiesUt andUd and the typical liquid-helium
temperaturesT<1 K, in most cases the entropy contributions in Eq.~9! can be neglected
so that

ew t2ewd.Ud2Ut . ~10!

This relation illustrates the level of external action on the system of electrons requir
maintain the fractionnd at least in a partially filled state.
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But, in general, it is Eq.~9! that gives a complete representation of equilibriu
between the electron subsystems in the supersaturation state. Specifically, it is now
that the two-component nature of the system is the dominant property for elec
localized above helium.

The field distribution replacing Eq.~1! is

E25D21@4pe~ndh1nsd!2V#, 2d<x<0, ~11!

E15D21@4pe~ntd2ndd!2V#, 0<x<h, ~11a!

Ed52D21@4pent~h1d!14pendd2V#, h<x<h1d, ~11b!

D5h1d1d.

It is easy to see that asd→0 andnd→ns Eqs.~11! transform into Eq.~1!. The electric
potentials corresponding to the fields~11!,

wd5E2d1V, w t5Edh1~4pens2E2!~h1d! ~12!

together with the requirementns5nt1nd contain one undetermined constant~for ex-
ample,nd), whose value is found from Eq.~9! or ~11! using Eq.~12!.

From the experimental standpoint, the most interesting effect of image forces o
structure of supersaturated states should appear in various kinetic effects with res
the destruction of thend component. The existing measurement schemes2–6 proceed from
the assumption that a saturated state~2! exists and a small perturbation of this state giv
rise to an electron current from the helium surface into the vacuum. The top of the b
overcome by the 2D electrons lies near the main vapor–liquid boundary~see Fig. 2!. In
the problem with two 2D systems, the maximum of the effective potential is virtu
always located near thed layer ~see Fig. 3!. Therefore its characteristics are determin
largely by the equilibrium parameters of the corresponding supersaturated state

FIG. 2. Energy schemes for the one -component model: a — saturated state, being the boundary of stab
the one -component filling model; in this state it is still possible to talk about equilibrium, so that the ele
chemical potentialm is represented by a constant along the cell; b — supersaturation in the one-comp
approximation; a small~compared with the situationa) slopem leads to the appearance of a nonequilibriu
supersaturated state with the top barriertop, arising as a result of competition between the electrostatic ene
and the potential of the image forces, located near the filmd.
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factor which thus far has been neglected in discussions of experiments on the kine
the evaporation of electrons from a helium surface.

In conclusion, we note that taking into account the superfluidity of helium, spe
cally, the capability of helium to cover with a thin film all inner surfaces of the cells u
for studying the properties of surface electrons, leads to a number of unique effects
filling of surface states by electrons. It becomes necessary to introduce a two-comp
2D electron system. One of these components on the filmd is active and serves as
subject of various investigations. The other one~on the filmd) is mainly passive, being
strongly localized in the vertical direction and almost stationary in the horizontal d
tion. Nonetheless its presence appreciably influences the equilibrium characteris
the overall 2D system.

This work was partially supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Res
~Grant No. 98-02-16640! and INTAS ~Grant Network 97-1643!.
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FIG. 3. Energy schemes for a two-component model: a — One of the supersaturated states with finite d
nd and nt ; according to Eq.~10!, for a two-component supersaturated equilibrium state withm5 const a
nonzero electrostatic field, leading in combination with the fields of image forces to the appearance of an
maximumtop near the filmd, is characteristic. b — Small perturbation of the state a, stimulating the res
turing of the componentsnd andnt . The saddle pointtop is once again located near thed layer. c — Strong
perturbation of the state a, for which a saddle-point approximation to the filmd is possible.
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Optical phonon spectrum of germanium quantum dots

A. B. Talochkin,* ) V. A. Markov, A. I. Nikiforov, and S. A. Ti s
Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Scie
630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

~Submitted 1 July 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 4, 279–283~25 August 1999!

We have observed additional lines, shifted in both directions relative to
the frequency of the bulk phonon of Ge, in the Raman scattering spec-
tra from optical phonons in germanium quantum dots. The observed
phonon modes are shown to be due to the straining of the quantum dots
as a result of the lattice mismatch of the Ge and Si matrices. The
observed frequency shifts, with allowance for optical-phonon localiza-
tion effects, make it possible to determine the sizes of the regions with
different strain states in the quantum dots. ©1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!01016-6#

PACS numbers: 78.30.Am, 73.20.Dj, 68.65.1g

The production of semiconductor quantum dots~QDs! using molecular-beam epit
axy ~MBE! is based on self-matched growth by the Stranski–Krastanov mechanism1,2 It
arises when as a result of mechanical stresses due to the lattice mismatch of the Q
substrate materials, the two-dimensional film decomposes, and self-matched gro
three-dimensional islands continues. This system of islands is usually covered over
substrate material. The quantum dots obtained in such a process are highly straine
strain of InAs QDs grown in GaAs reaches 7%,2 and for Ge QDs in Si it is 4%.1 Such
high strains lead to strong shifts of the spectrum of electronic states of QDs a
changes in other parameters.3 The theoretical calculations performed in Ref. 3 for InA
QDs in GaAs predict a nonuniform distribution of strain in QDs. As a result of the ac
of two force components — from the substrate side and from the matrix covering th
— the strain depends on the distance to the base of the QD and at some height it va
and changes sign.3 We know of no experiments in which the strain state of QDs
investigated. In the present work, the Raman scattering method was used to inve
the optical phonon spectrum of Ge QDs obtained by MBE in a Si matrix. Since in
present system~Ge/Si! optical phonons are strongly localized and their frequency
pends linearly on the strain, it was possible to reconstruct the strain state of Ge
according to the observed frequency shifts.

The experimental samples consisted of Si/Ge/Si structures with Ge QDs and
obtained by MBE. KE´F-0.01 Si substrates with~001! orientation were used. The QD
layer was grown on a 1000 Å thick Si buffer with substrate temperature 150–200 °C
relatively low growth temperature of Ge gives QD sizes;100 Å in the growth plane and
an ideally sharp Ge/Si interface.4 Two-dimensional growth occurs with effective G
thicknessd,4 monatomic layers~ML ! ~1 ML51.3 Å!. Next, for 4,d,12 ML, Ge
2880021-3640/99/70(4)/6/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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grows in the form of isolated pyramidal islands. Ford512 ML the QDs join at the base
and form a continuous layer, and relaxation of mechanical stresses, which is due
formation of a mismatch at the interface of the dislocations, starts atd515 ML. See Refs.
5 and 6 for a detailed discussion of these structures. The sizes and shapes of th
were measured with a RIBER-OMICRON scanning tunneling microscope on sam
which were not specially coated with a Si layer. Figure 1a shows an image of a
3500 Å area of a sample with effective Ge thickness of 8 ML. The image was obta
using a scanning tunneling microscope with a 0.2 nA tunneling current. A profile m

FIG. 1. Scanning tunneling microscope image of the surface (5003500 Å! of a sample with Ge quantum dots
a, b — transverse profile obtained along the lineA–B.
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sured along the lineA2B is displayed at the bottom of Fig. 1b. It is evident that t
characteristic height of the Ge QDs is 15 Å , and a pyramid base in the growth plane
;100 Å in size. The angle between the base and the lateral faces isa517°.

The Raman scattering spectra for optical phonons were excited by Ar laser lin
sample temperatures 300 and 77 K and recorded with a DFS-52 spectrometer. Fi
shows the spectra measured in backscattering geometry on a sample with effect
layer thickness 8 ML atT5300 K. The spectra were obtained in two polarization geo
etries:z(x1y,x1y)z andz(x,x)z, wherez is ~001!, x is ~100!, andy is ~010!. According
to the polarization selection rules for scattering by Ge optical phonons, which are d
mined by the form of the Raman scattering tensor, for reflection from a~001! surface
only LO phonons are active in thez(x1y,x1y)z geometry.7 Scattering byTO phonons
is forbidden. It is evident from Fig. 2a that in the allowed geometry an intense peak
to an LO phonon of a Ge QD appears. The intensity of the peak increases whe
spectrum is excited near theE0 resonance of a QD~2.4–2.6 eV!, which is due to direct
optical transitions betweenG2 and G25 states of a Ge quantum dot, and its energy
determined by the size of the QD.6 The high intensity of theLO peak in the allowed
geometry masks the weak lines of the other phonon modes, which can be observed
forbidden geometryz(x,x)z ~Fig. 2b!. It is evident from Fig. 2b that in this geometry th
LO phonon intensity decreases by a factor of 5 and additional lines with frequencies
292, and 309 cm21 are observed. In Fig. 2 the arrow shows the position of the b
phonon of Ge. The two peaks (LO1 and TO1) are shifted relative to it into the high

FIG. 2. Raman spectra from optical phonons of Ge QDs. The spectra were obtained atT5300 K usingl
5488 nm in two polarization geometries. The arrow marks the position of the frequency of the bulk phon
Ge, the triangles mark the positions of theLO andTO phonons when the strain in region2 of the QD is taken
into account.
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frequency region, and the other two (LO2 andTO2) are shifted in the direction of low
frequencies.

The series of lines found is observed in samples where the QDs are isolated
one another~4 ML ,d,12 ML! or join together into a continuous layer (d512 ML)
without a change in the stress state of Ge.4 In samples where relaxation of mechanic
stresses starts (d515 ML), the main phonon peak (LO1) shifts in the direction of the
bulk position and becomes wider, while the other lines are no longer present i
spectra. As a result, the observed phonon spectrum could be due to a distribution
mechanical stresses in a Ge QD.

Let us consider the deformations of a Ge QD and their effect on the optical ph
spectrum. The mismatch of the Ge and Si lattice constants isDa/a50.04. As a result, a
thin Ge film obtained pseudomorphically to a Si substrate~i.e., with an ideally sharp
interface without introduction of defects and intermixing of the materials! is deformed
along two axes in the~001! growth plane. The components of the strain tensor areexx

5eyy520.04. From the boundary condition for a free film surfaceszz50 (szz is a
component of the stress tensor! we find ezz52(2c12/c11)50.03, wherec12 andc11 are
components of the elasticity tensor of Ge. Biaxial compressive strain in thexy plane
results in stretching of Ge in thez direction. Such a stressed state shifts and splits theLO
andTO phonon frequencies, which in bulk Ge are degenerate atk50. The strain-induced
changes in theLO andTO phonon frequencies are determined by the expressions8

DvL5@pezz1q~exx1eyy!#/2v0
2 , ~1!

DvT5@pexx1q~ezz1eyy!#/2v0
2 , ~2!

where v0 is the frequency of optical phonons in Ge fork50, and p and q are the
components of the tensor of anharmonic constants of Ge:p520.73(2v0

2),
q520.96(2v0

2). For deformation of a pseudomorphic Ge film, expressions~1! and ~2!
lead to frequency shiftsDv1

L516.5 cm21 andDv1
T511 cm21. The observed shifts of the

LO1 and TO1 lines relative to the bulk frequency of Ge are 16 and 9 cm21 ~Fig. 2b!,
respectively. These values are in complete agreement with the values computed
account of the fact that the experimental position ofTO1 line is somewhat shifted into the
region of low frequencies because of the presence of a strong close-lying line (LO1). As
a result, the Raman linesLO1 andTO1 are due to scattering by phonons localized in t
region of a QD near the Si substrate, whose deformation is identical to the state
pseudomorphic Ge film. The other two,LO2 and TO2, shifted into the region of low
frequencies~Fig. 2b!, are due to phonons localized near the apexes of the QDs.

Figure 3a shows a diagram of the cross section of a QD, which is divided by
dashed line into two regions —1 and2. In the first region, the average strain determini
the phonon frequencies is similar to a pseudomorphic Ge film. In region2 of heighth, the
components of the strain tensor compared with region1 change sign because the
matrix covering the Ge compresses the QD in thez direction. As the distance from th
substrate increases, this force component increases, and the compression compo
the growth plane on the substrate side decreases. As a result, the strain vanishe
plane marked in Fig. 3a by the dashed line, and in region2 it changes sign. Figure 3b
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shows the average values~in regions1 and2! of the strain tensor componentsexx andezz

as a function of the coordinatez. The scheme presented explains the results of
numerical calculation performed for InAs QDs in GaAs.3

Since in region2 the components of the strain tensor areezz520.04, exx5eyy

52(c12/@c111c12#), andezz50.011, the frequency shifts of theLO andTO phonons
can be found from expressions~1! and ~2!: Dv2

T54.8 cm21 andDv2
T52.5 cm21. The

positions of the Raman lines corresponding to these shifts are shown in Fig. 2b~tri-
angles!. The difference of the optical phonon frequencies in regions1 and2, which is due
to the difference of the mechanical stresses in them, leads to phonon localization~i.e.,
phonons are elastically reflected from the interface as a result of the fact that the a
tude of the optical oscillations decays sharply in the neighboring region!. It is evident
from Fig. 2b that theLO2 andTO2 phonon lines in region2 are shifted by 37 and 13 cm
respectively, to lower frequencies from the positions determined by the strain.

We attribute the observed low-frequency shift of theLO2 and TO2 lines to size
quantization of the phonon spectrum in region 2 of a QD. The two faces of the pyr
and the interface of regions1 and 2, from which the phonons are elastically reflecte
form a cavity~Fig. 3a!. The minimum wave numberq of the phonons excited in it, which
are detected in Raman scattering, is determined by the condition for the existenc
standing wave 2h cosa5p/q. The resonance trajectory of phonons is shown in regio2
by the arrows~Fig. 3a! that are perpendicular to the lateral faces. Using the bulk dis
sion relations for phonons,9,10 we find that the observed frequency shifts forLO2 ~37 cm!
and forTO2 ~13 cm! phonons correspond to the wave numberq50.7/a, wherea is the
lattice constant of Ge. Hence the height of region 2 ish54 Å . As a result of compres-
sion forces exerted on the Ge QDS by the Si matrix, the QDs consist of two regio
and 11 Å high, with a different strain state.

We note that for InAs QDs the strain changes sign at one-half the height o
pyramid,3 while in our case the ratio of the heights of the regions is;1:3.This is due to
the different form of the QDs: The angle at the base of an InAs QD is 45°,3 while for a
Ge QDa517°. As a result, in our case the compression force component exerted b
substrate maintains a larger height of Ge in the pseudomorphic state, and the comp
of the strain tensor change sign farther from the base of the QD than for an InAs

In summary, the phonon spectrum of Ge QDs investigated is explained by the
that the QDs consist of two regions with a different strain state. One region near t
substrate is deformed similarly to a pseudomorphic film, while in the second regio
components of the strain tensor change sign. The observed low-frequency shift of thLO
and TO phonon lines in the second region, which is due to size quantization o

FIG. 3. Diagram of the transverse cross section of a Ge quantum dot. a, b — Average~in regions1 and2! strain
tensor componentsexx andezz as functions of the coordinatez.
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phonons, made it possible to determine the characteristic dimensions of the QD re
with different strain states.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No.
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Dependence of the resistivity of nonstoichiometric
titanium carbide TiC y on the density and distribution
of carbon vacancies

V. N. Lipatnikov* ) and A. I. Gusev†)
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620219 Ekaterinburg, Russia
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The influence of temperature and of the density and distribution of
structural vacancies in the carbon sublattice on the resistivity of nons-
toichiometric titanium carbide TiCy (0.5<y<0.98) is studied. It is
shown that in titanium carbide TiCy with y,0.7 reversible disorder–
order structural phase transitions occur at temperatures below 1000 K.
The temperatures of order–disorder phase transformations are deter-
mined. The dependence of the residual resistivity on the composition of
the disordered titanium carbide is explained by the change in the carrier
density in the region of homogeneity of the carbide TiCy , on the one
hand, and the atom–vacancy interaction, on the other. ©1999 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!01116-0#

PACS numbers: 72.80.Sk, 61.72.Ji, 81.05.Je, 81.30.Hd

Titanium carbide TiCy with structural basis of the typeB1 ~NaCl! is a highly non-
stoichiometric compound.1–3 Disordered titanium carbide TiCy (TiCyh12y) possesses an
exceedingly wide region of homogeneity — from TiC0.48 to TiC1.00 ~Ref. 1!, where the
carbon atoms C and the structural vacanciesh form a solution of substitution in the
nonmetallic sublattice. The high density of structural vacancies creates the prereq
for ordering of TiCy carbide. The atom–vacancy ordering appreciably influences
structure and the properties of highly nonstoichiometric carbides MCy ~Refs. 1 and 4!.

The effect of nonstoichiometry on the electrokinetic properties of disordered
nium carbide has been investigated repeatedly,5–8 but the effects due to ordering hav
been little studied. We mention Refs. 9 and 10, where in a narrow range of compos
of TiCy (0.51,y,0.65), a jump-like change inr, tentatively attributed to order–
disorder transitions, was observed in the temperature dependences of the resistivitr(T)
in the temperature range 800–1000 K. However, the crystal structure of the tita
carbide was not studied in Refs. 9 and 10, so that the results obtained there give o
indirect indication of the structural transformations occurring in the nonstoichiom
carbide TiCy .

At the same time, calculations performed by the order parameter funct
method1,11 and by the Monte Carlo method12 show that on ordering of the TiCy carbide
in the range TiC0.502 TiC0.70 the superstructures Ti2C and Ti3C2, with transition tem-
2940021-3640/99/70(4)/7/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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peratures not exceeding 1000 K can arise. In this connection, in the present wo
resistivity of titanium carbide TiCy , which is very sensitive to structural phase transf
mations, is studied in a wide temperature range in the entire homogeneity region ofy .

The samples of nonstoichiometric titanium carbide TiCy (0.50<y<0.98) were syn-
thesized by hot pressing of powder mixtures of TiC0.98 and metallic titanium in highly
pure argon gas at temperatures 1800–2000 K and pressing pressures 23–25 MP
composition of the samples obtained and the impurity content were determined by c
cal and spectral analyses; the oxygen and nitrogen impurity contents did not excee
and 0.07 mass %, respectively, and the total content of metallic impurities did not e
0.02 mass %. The phase composition and crystal structure of the synthesizedy

samples and the same samples after annealing or measurements of the resistivi
studied by x-ray diffraction in CuKa radiation in a stepped scanning mode withD2u
50.02° for angles 2u ranging from 14° to 130°; for measurements on annealed carb
the exposure time at each point was 5 s. All synthesized samples were homogeneo
contained only a disordered TiCy phase withB1 ~NaCl! structure.

To achieve a disordered state, the synthesized samples were annealed for 340
the temperature lowered gradually from 1070 to 770 K; cooling from 770 to 300 K
done at a rate of 1 K•min21. Annealing resulted in the appearance of superstruct
reflections in the x-ray diffraction patterns of the carbides TiCy with a relative carbon
content y from 0.50 to 0.67. Analysis of the diffraction data, which we describ
earlier,13,14 showed that as a result of annealing, cubic~space groupFd3m) and trigonal

~space groupR3̄m) superstructures of the type Ti2C and the orthorhombic~space group
C2221) superstructure Ti3C2, respectively, form in the concentration interva
TiC0.4920.512TiC0.5420.55, TiC0.552TiC0.59, and TiC0.632TiC0.67. In the interval

TiC0.592TiC0.63, a mixture of two ordered phases Ti2C ~space groupR3̄m)1Ti3C2

~space groupC2221) forms as a result of annealing.

The resistivity measurements were performed by the four-contact method in va
not worse than 0.0013 Pa (131025 torr!. The resistance was measured in the tempe
ture range 300–1200 K with a 1 K step, and the current passed through the sample
20 and 100 mA. The relative error in measuringr did not exceed 0.5%, and the samp
temperature during the measurements was maintained to within 0.2 K. The averag
of heating and cooling were 1 K•min21. The porosityP of the samples was not less tha
1%, so that corrections forP were not made in the resistivity measurements. The re
tance was measured on TiCy carbide samples in a quenched disordered state and i
ordered state obtained by annealing.

The temperature dependences of the resistivityr(T) of the experimental samples o
nonstoichiometric titanium carbide TiCy are shown, in part, in Figs. 1 and 2.

Measurements of the resistivityr of the quenched disordered carbide TiC0.52 re-
vealed that an increase in temperature to;500 K is accompanied by the standard i
crease inr as a result of scattering of carriers by phonons. An anomalous decreaser
due to an irreversible transition from a nonequilibrium disordered state into an eq
rium ordered state is observed atT'815 K ~Fig. 1, curve1!. A further increase of
temperature to 960 K is accompanied by a jump inr in the range 960–1030 K as a resu
of a transition from an equilibrium ordered state into an equilibrium disordered state
then slow growth of the resistivity~Fig. 1, curve1!. On cooling the resistivity decrease
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~Fig. 1, curve2!, the decrease being abrupt in the range 900–1020 K. Upon subse
heating of the ordered carbide TiC0.52, the resistivityr varies along the curve3, which is
similar to the curve2 ~Fig. 1!.

The r(T) curves ~Fig. 1, curves2 and 3! are characteristic for an equilibrium
reversible disordered–ordered transition. Hysteresis of the resistivity is observed ne
transition. The formation of an ordered phase of the type Ti2C in the TiC0.52 sample
accompanying a change inr is confirmed by the presence of the same superstruct
reflections in its diffraction spectrum as after prolonged annealing of the TiC0.52 sample.

FIG. 1. Effect of ordering on the resistivityr of the nonstoichiometric carbide TiC0.52: 1 — r(T) of the
disordered carbide TiC0.52 on heating and the nonequilibrium disorder→ order transition;2 — change inr on
cooling and the equilibrium disorder↔ order transition;3 — change inr on heating of the ordered carbid
TiC0.52.

FIG. 2. Reversible variation of the resistivity of the ordered carbides TiC0.54, TiC0.58, and TiC0.62 on heating,
the order↔ disorder transition and cooling.
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Figure 2 showsr(T) measured in the carbides TiC0.54, TiC0.58, and TiC0.62 ordered
by means of annealing. At temperatures 940,T,1060 K jump-like change and hyste
esis of the resistivity, which are associated with a reversible order–disorder transitio
observed in the dependencesr(T). The additional resistivityDr due to disordering is
15–20 mV•cm for the transition TiCy↔Ti2C and 25–40mV•cm for the transition
TiCy↔Ti3C2. The presence of hysteresis indicates that the transitions TiCy (0.52<y
<0.57)↔Ti2C and TiCy (0.58<y<0.68)↔Ti3C2 are close to first-order transitions. Th
conclusion that the transition is of first order was also made in Ref. 9, though on the
of symmetry considerations14,15 this transformation satisfies Landau’s criterion f
second-order phase transitions. All this, together with the data in Ref. 14 on the var
of the specific heat near the transition temperatureTtrans, suggests that the reversib
order–disorder transformation TiCy↔Ti2C can be regarded as a weak first-order ph
transition with a low latent heat of transformation.

Only very weak hysteresis ofr in the range 770–880 K and a clear increase
]r/]T at T'940 K are observed inr(T) of the annealed carbide TiC0.68. It can be
inferred that prolonged annealing made it possible to obtain in the carbide TiC0.68 a very
low degree of ordering, since according to composition this carbide lies near or o
boundary of the region of homogeneity of the ordered phase Ti3C2. A kink due to the
abrupt growth of]r/]T from 0.024 to 4 to 0.030mV• cm•K21 is observed inr(T) of
the annealed carbide TiC0.83 at T'1040 K. This weak effect seems to be due to the ini
stage of formation of order as a result of annealing of the carbide TiC0.83. The resistivity
of the annealed carbides TiC0.85 and TiC0.98 on heating and cooling changes without a
characteristic features.

Figure 3 shows the resistivity as a function of the composition of the carbide TiCy at
300 K. As the concentration of structural vacancies decreases and the carbon coy
increases from 0.52 to 0.98, the resistivity of the disordered carbide TiCy at first in-
creases, passes through a maximum aty50.68, and then decreases.

FIG. 3. Resistivityr versus the composition of titanium carbide TiCy at 300 K in the disordered~1! and
ordered~2! states;3 and4 — resistivity of the disordered carbide TiCy at 300 K according to the data of Refs
8 and 5, respectively. The dot-dashed line shows the position of the boundary between the ordered pha2C
and Ti3C2.
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Ordered carbides have a lower resistivity than disordered carbides with the
composition. The decrease found in resistivityDr(y,300) of the carbide TiC0.62 on or-
dering is ;40 mV•cm (;24%); according to Ref. 16, for TiC0.625 Dr(300)'20
mV•cm (;10%), indicating that in Ref. 16 the degree of ordering achieved was lo
Two sections corresponding to the regions of existence of the ordered phases Ti2C and
Ti3C can be distinguished in the dependencer(y,300) for the ordered carbide TiCy . On
each section, asy varies, the resistivityr(y,300) approaches a minimum value corr
sponding to the stoichiometric composition of the ordered phase. Thus, in the reg
homogeneity of the phase Ti2C the resistivityr(y,300) decreases asy→0.5, and in the
region of homogeneity of the phase Ti3C2 the resistivityr(y,300) decreases asy changes
from a value corresponding to the lower limit of the region of homogeneity (y'0.58) to
y52/3 ~Fig. 3!. Judging from the dependencesr(y,300) for ordered phases of titanium
carbide, the boundary between the region of homogeneity of the phase Ti2C and the
two-phase region (Ti2C1Ti3C2) corresponds toy'0.5820.59.

The dependencer(y,300) found for the disordered carbide TiCy agrees fairly well
with published data. For comparison, the dependencesr(y,300) measured in Refs. 5 an
8 on disordered titanium carbide single crystals with different composition are show
Fig. 3. All measurements show that any deviation of the titanium carbide compos
from stoichiometry is accompanied by rapid growth of the resistivity: According to R
5 and 8, in the region TiC0.952TiC1.00 ]r/]y;24 mV•cmper 1 at. % vacancies an
according to the results of the present work approximately]r/]y;14 mV•cm per 1
at. % vacancies. Since the residual resistivityr(0) of stoichiometric carbide TiC1.00 is
close to zero, this means that scattering in titanium carbide occurs mainly by stru
vacancies.

The temperature coefficient of resistivity]r/]T is small and changes very little from
0.05 to 0.03mV•cm•K21 from TiC0.52 to TiC0.62 and then it increases to 0.06mV•cm
•K21 for TiC0.98. This is quite close to the data of Ref. 8, according to which]r/]T
changes from 0.05mV•cm•K21 for TiC0.95 to 0.15mV•cm•K21 for TiC0.78 and then
increases to 0.03mV•cm•K21 for TiC0.68. When the value of]r/]T is taken into
account, the concentration dependence of the residual~at T54.2 K! resistivityr res(y) of
the disordered carbide TiCy ~Fig. 4, curve1! is similar tor(y,300). The conductivity in
nonstoichiometric titanium carbide is predominantly of an electronic character, an
character of its variation with the content of the structural vacancies in the carbon
lattice indicates that the carrier density depends on the content of structural vacanc
this case, the residual resistivity of the disordered carbide TiCy can be described usin
Nordheim’s rule, which takes the atom–vacancy and electron–vacancy interaction
account, in the formr res(y)5Ay(12y)/n(y), whereA is a proportionality constant an
n is the carrier~conduction electron! density. To a first approximation, the carrier dens
n is proportional to@N(EF)#3, whereN(EF) is the electronic density of states at th
Fermi level. Hence it follows that the dependence of the residual resistivity on
composition of the disordered carbide TiCy has the form

r res~y!;Ay~12y!/@N~EF!~y!#3. ~1!

A calculation of the electronic structure of nonstoichiometric titanium carbide,
formed by the Korringa–Kohn–Rostoker method in the coherent potential approxim
~KKR–CPA!,17 showed that as the vacancy concentration (12y) increases from 0 to 0.5
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the Fermi energyEF decreases from 0.69 to 0.66 Ry~from 9.4 to 9.0 eV!, and the
electronic density of states at the Fermi levelN(EF) per unit cell increases from 5.7 t
23.2 Ry21 ~or per formula unit from 0.105 to 0.426 eV21). A feature due to the presenc
of an essentially linear section~Fig. 4, curve2! is observed in the dependence ofN(EF)
on the relative carbon contenty in the carbide TiCy at the pointy50.82. This section
with N(EF)'15217 Ry21 ~0.276–0.313 eV21 per formula unit! corresponds to the
region of compositions TiC0.625–TiC0.82. An increase in the vacancy concentration
accompanied by smoothing of all sharp peaks in the density of states~especially below
EF!, by a decrease in the degree of filling of the low-energy subband of Ti–C inte
tions, and by an increase in the degree of filling of the high-energy conduction sub
being predominantly metallic in character. The dependence ofN(EF) for TiCy on y, with
allowance for the feature aty50.82, can be described by the simple expression

N~EF!5c1ay1b~y20.82!2/3, ~2!

wherec, a, andb are adjustable parameters.

Minimizing the residual resistivityr res(y) by the function~1!, taking account of the
dependence~2! and N(EF)50.105 eV21 per formula unit gave for the stoichiometri
carbide TiC1.0 A53.006,c50.248,a520.132, andb520.033. The solid curve1 in
Fig. 4 shows they dependence constructed for the residual resistivity of the disord
carbide TiCy by the least-squares method on the basis of the experimental dat
y50.82 a kink due to a similar feature in the electronic density of states is observ
the dependencer res(y). Previously, this kink inr(y,300) at y'0.82–0.83 had been
observed in Ref. 5, where the resistivity of the disordered single-crystalline carbidey

was measured. In Ref. 5 the kink was not explained, since the form and character
variation of the electron-energy spectrum of titanium carbide TiCy as a function of the
content of carbon vacancies were unknown.

On the whole, our study of the structure and resistivity of the carbides TiCy (0.5
,y,0.98) showed that ordering of TiCy with the formation of cubic~space group
Fd3m) and trigonal (R3̄m) superstructures Ti2C and an orthorhombic (C2221) super-
structure Ti3C2 occurs at 970–1000 K and is accompanied by a decrease of resis

FIG. 4. Residual resistivityr res(y) ~1! at 4.2 K and the electron density of states at the Fermi levelN(EF) ~2!
as functions of the composition of the disordered titanium carbide TiCy . Curve 1 was calculated by the
least-squares method based on the experimental data using the functions~1! and ~2!; curve2 was constructed
according to the data of Ref. 15.
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The results obtained agree with the phase diagram proposed in Ref. 11 for the s
Ti–C, which takes into account the ordering of the nonstoichiometric titanium car
TiCy . It was shown that the dependence of the resistivity on the composition o
disordered titanium carbide TiCy is due to scattering of electrons by structural vacanc
in the carbon sublattice and by the dependence of the carrier density on the va
content in the carbide.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project
98-03-32890a!.
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Bistability of quantum magnetotransport in a multilayer
Ge/p -Ge12xSix heterostructure with wide potential
wells
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Two metastable states of a multilayer Ge/p-Ge12xSix heterosystem
with wide ~;35 nm! potential wells~Ge! are observed in strong mag-
netic fieldsB at low temperatures. In the first state, the Hall resistivity
exhibits an inflection near the valuerxy5h/e2 scaled to one Ge layer.
The longitudinal magnetoresistivityrxx(B) possesses a minimum in the
range of fields where this inflection occurs. The temperature evolution
of the inflection inrxy(B), the minimum ofrxx(B),and the value of
rxy at the inflection indicates a weakly expressed state of the quantum
Hall effect with a uniform current distribution over the layers. In the
second metastable state, an unusually wide plateau nearh/2e2 with a
very weak field dependence is observed inrxy(B). Estimates show that
in these samples the Fermi level lies below but close to the top of the
inflection in the bottom of the well. For this reason, the second state can
be explained by separation of a hole gas in the Ge layers into two
sublayers, and the saturation ofrxy(B) nearh/2e2 can be explained by
the formation of a quantum Hall insulator state. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!01216-5#

PACS numbers: 73.50.Jt, 73.40.Hm, 73.40.Lq

The conductivity of a two-dimensional electron~2DE! system is highly sensitive to
the characteristic features of the potential relief in the layer and the distribution o
electron liquid in it. For various ratios of the characteristic lengths describing the
system~phase interruption and localization lengths! and the average size of the two
dimensional drops of the electron liquid in a layer, as well as for various size distribu
of the drops and density distributions of the electron liquid contained in them, a m
scopic sample can be in fundamentally different states. For a high degree of disord
low average density of the 2DE liquid per unit area, a two-dimensional system ex
the characteristic properties of an insulator, i.e., its resistance increases with decr
3010021-3640/99/70(4)/8/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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temperatureT.1,2 This state was assumed to be the only possible state for all 2DE sys
until the discovery of a metallic state of 2DE systems with high mobility and high den
of the electron liquid.2

The components of the magnetoresistance of a 2DE system exhibit very di
behavior. If the longitudinal magnetoresistivityrxx(T) exhibits insulator behavior, then
as the temperature decreases, the Hall componentrxy either diverges1 or it possesses a
classical temperature-independent linear dependence on the magnetic field.3–8 The latter
state has been termed a Hall insulator.9 As the magnetic field increases, the 2DE syst
transforms into the quantum Hall effect~QHE! phase. If the system in weak fields is
the insulator state, then between this phase and the QHE phase there is a sharp b
— the magnetic fieldBc

L , at which there is a node of the family of isothermsrxx(B,T)
for different temperatures: forB,Bc

L the value ofrxx increases with decreasing temper
ture, and forB.Bc

L it decreases.

In highly disordered 2DE systems, the plateaus of the integer QHE are blurre
the disorder decreases, the boundaries of the plateaus become progressively shar
almost vertical transitions between neighboring plateaus near half-integer values
Landau filling factorn of the levels are observed in certain ranges of moderate value
the mobility, i.e., the width of the plateaus reaches the maximum possible values10 As
mobility increases further, sections of a linear field dependence are formed betwe
plateaus the plateaus decrease in size.11 The disorder evolution of the first integer QH
plateau on the high-field side is more complicated. On the one hand, in systems with
mobility the Hall resistance isothermsrxy(B,T) start to deviate from the quantum valu
h/e2 in the direction of the classical linear dependence on the field even for valun
.1/2, passing through a common node nearn51/2.8,12 However, for lower mobilities it
has been observed that this plateau can be anomalously wide and can extend to
n,1/2, penetrating deeper into the field rangeB.Bc

H ~the field of the second~high-field!
node of the isothermsrxx(B,T) that separates the QHE phase from the high-field in
lator phase!. Such an anomalously wide plateaurxy5h/e2 has been observed in th
n-type heterosystem GaAs/n-Al12xGaxAs ~Ref. 13! and in a quantum well of the het
erosystem Ge/p-Ge12xSix ~Refs. 14 and 15!. An anomalously wide fractional QHE pla
teau forn51/3 has also been observed in the system GaAs/n-Al12xGaxAs ~Ref. 16!.
This state — with divergingrxx(B,T) and unchangedrxy(B,T), equal to or a multiple of
the resistance quantumh/e2 — has been termed a ‘‘quantum Hall insulator’’~QHI!.7 The
limited number of experiments in which the QHI state has been observed is probab
indication that this state exists in very limited ranges of disorder in a 2DE system. O
other hand, it is known that the additional degree of freedom due to the possibili
bounded motion of carriers in a third dimension in wide layers or systems of cou
layers could lead to additional stabilization of certain unstable states of the QHE.18 This
is the problem addressed in the present work — investigation of the characteristi
tures of quantum magnetotransport in a wide quantum well of a heterosystem with
erate mobility.

We measured the longitudinalrxx(B) and Hall rxy(B) magnetoresistivities of
Ge/p-Ge12xSix multilayer samples grown by the gas-transport method and posse
the following structure: Ge~111! substrate/;1.8 mm Ge buffer/0–1.6mm Ge12ySiy
buffer/(Ge/Ge12xSix :B!3N. The thickness of the Ge layers (dw , potential well for
holes! and Ge12xSix layers (db , barrier! in the multilayer region were comparable an
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varied from sample to sample in the range from 10 to 40 nm. The Ge12xSix layers were
doped with boron in the central part so that undoped spacers with a width of about
the barrier thickness remained on both sides of the barrier. In the parameter rangdw

510–30 nm,y'0.07, andx50.07–0.10, hole gas densityps5(2.8–5)31015 m22 and
mobility m51–1.5 m2/V•s, the characteristic integer QHE picture,19 typical of systems
with moderate carrier mobility,20 was observed. It is important that the Hall resistan
plateaus scaled to one layer corresponded to the fundamental valuesh/e2n, n
51, 2, . . . with an accuracy not worse than several percent~for the smallest values o
n). This means that virtually all layers of the samples participated equally in cu
transport~with a maximum error of one layer!.

A more complicated behavior in a magnetic field was observed in the samples 4
and 451b4 of the same system with wider potential wellsdw535.5 nm and much lower
hole densityps51.431015 m22 ~all other parameters,db523.5 nm, the number of pe
riodsN536, y'0.087,x50.097, andm51.4 cm2/V•s!. See Fig. 1, which displays dat
for sample 451b4~analogous results were obtained with different pairs of junctio
similar results were also obtained for sample 451a4, grown in the same technol
cycle!. Up to fields of about 2 T the results of the measurements are stable, i.e

FIG. 1. a! Bistability of the Hall resistance of sample 451b4. The triangles with vertex pointing upw
correspond to positive current polarity, triangles with vertex pointing downwards correspond to negati
larity. The unfilled and filled triangles are forT51.7 and 4.2 K, respectively. The numbers1 and 2 on the
curves are the numbers assigned to the states. The dashed horizontal lines show the valuesrxy5h/e2 andh/2e2

scaled to one Ge layer. The solid curves show the results of a polynomial fit of the points of the state1 at T
51.7 and 4.2 K. The dashed sloping straight line~just as in the inset in Fig. 1b! was obtained by extrapolating
the linear section ofrxy(B). Inset on the left-hand side: Results of measurements in a fixed fieldB512 T. The
insets on the right-hand side illustrate the proposed differences of the potential profile and the arrange
the size-quantization levels in two metastable states. b! Longitudinal magnetoresistivityrxx(B) at T51.7,3.2,
and 4.2 K. In the inset the minimum ofrxx(B) is juxtaposed with the dependencerxy(B).
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experimental points for each component of the magnetoresistivityrxx(B) andrxy(B) fall
on a single smooth curve. Unstable behavior appears in higher fields: The positions
pointsrxy(B) change abruptly from measurement to measurement. The essential fi
is that for rxy(B) these points form two smooth curves, while the behavior ofrxx(B)
remains stable up to high fields, approximately up to 6 T.

The upperrxx(B) curve ~we assign the number1 to this curve and to the corre
sponding state! at fields in the regionB*4 T increases monotonically with the field an
extrapolates to zero asB→0. In fieldsB ,4 T this curve possesses an inflection ne
rxy525.8 kV5h/e2, scaled to one Ge layer. A sharp minimum is observed in
longitudinal magnetoresistivityrxx(B) in the same field range (;3 T) in which the
inflection in rxy(B) occurs. As the temperatures decreases from 4.2 K to 1.7 K,
minimum of rxx(B) becomes deeper, and the slope ofrxy(B) at the inflection point
decreases~i.e., the inflection gradually transforms into a horizontal plateau!. The curves
rxx(B,T) at different temperatures pass through a common point atB'1.8 T, to the left
of which lies the insulator phase. The QHE phase should lie to the right of this poin3–8

Therefore the behavior of the componentsrxy(B,T) andrxx(B,T) leaves no doubt tha
the inflection inrxy and the minimum inrxx are weakly expressed features of the QH
and the fact thatrxy is close toh/e2 at the inflection point shows that, first, this featu
corresponds to a filling factor of the Landau levelsn51 in the Ge layer and, second
almost all~at least! of the Ge layers in the structure are equivalent.1! We also note that in
high fields the family of isothermsrxx(B,T) also approaches a common node. Althou
the unstable behavior ofrxx(B) in this field range does not permit determining this no
accurately, the node definitely exists~at a fieldBc

H'6 T!. This is evident, specifically,
from the fact that the curverxx(B) for 1.7 K is the lowest curve at the minimum atB
'3 T, but it is the uppermost curve in the strong-field range~Fig. 1b!.

The lowerrxy(B) curve ~curve and state2! after a quite sharp inflection saturate
and in fields from;2 T up to the maximum measured field 12 T it is concentrated in
range from 11 to 13 kV, including the valueh/2e2512.9 kV, corresponding to a filling
factor n52 of the Landau levels of one layer. We note once again that the multil
nature of the structures investigated does not permit us to realize one of the advanta
the QHE — the high accuracy ofrxy at the center of a plateau, equal to or a multiple
the universal valueh/e2. The possible nonequivalence of the layers introduces a gre
or lesser error in the value obtained after the measurement results are scaled to on
and it can also distort the form of the QHE plateaus. Nonetheless, it is difficult to ima
that the observed closeness of the values ofrxy at the inflection in the state1 and in the
wide plateau in the state2 to h/e2 and h/2e2, respectively, and their ratio of 2 ar
accidental. Likewise, the results of Ref. 19, obtained on samples from the same f
but with a sharper QHE picture, show that the error contributed torxy on a plateau by the
multilayer nature of the structurecan be negligible. For this reason, we attribute t
results obtained here primarily to processes occurring in an individually taken~averaged!
Ge layer, and we assume that the nonequivalence of the layers will lead to only s
nonfundamental distortions in the results of such an analysis. We note that the
slope ofrxy(B) on the QHI plateau is possible because because of the finiteness
temperatures. It has also been observed in single-layer structures atT>4.2 K.14 Accord-
ing to theory,21 small deviations ofrxy(B) from quantum values in the QHI regime a
also possible because of quantum interference between different tunneling transitio
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system of two-dimensional conducting drops in the body of the sample.

In the experiment, the abrupt transition from one state into another is caused b
interruption or switching of the polarity of the current. It is important that data for b
current polarities are present on each of the two curves obtained in this manne~see
triangles with vertex pointing upward and downward in the figure!. For this reason, the
observed splitting of the experimental data is not a manifestation of any asymmetry
sample~for example, at the junctions!; more likely, the interruption of the current pro
vides an impetus, transferring the sample from one metastable state into anothe
inset in Fig. 1a shows results of measurements ofrxy(B) in a fixed fieldB512 T for one
polarity of the current; each point was obtained after a current pulse with the re
polarity was passed through the sample. It is evident that the points move arbit
between two fixed values of the resistance, the distance between which is regula
the magnetic field. In the approximate range of fieldsB>6 T, where intense instabilities
are already observed inrxy(B), the curve of longitudinal magnetoresistivity likewis
exhibits instability, transforming into rapid stepped growth~see Fig. 1b!, which could
indicate breakdown of the QHE. However, the bistability of the Hall resistance rem
This bistability was observed without large changes over the current range 10–10mA
and temperature range 1.6–4.2 K.

In a wide potential well, with selective doping of the barriers, the spatial separa
of the charges leads to an inflection at the bottom of the well. Estimates for an infin
deep well give an amplitude of the inflection of the bottomu05pe2psdw/2k (k is the
permittivity!. Equating this value to the Fermi levelEF5p\2ps /m* , we obtainu0 /EF

5e2m* sdw/2\2k. For structures with not very wide wells, investigated in Ref. 19~on
which the standard results for QHE were obtained!, this parameter is smaller,;0.9. For
samples 451b4 and 451a4 it is 1.3 and 1.5, respectively. That is, in these samp
Fermi level lies below the amplitude of the inflection of the well bottom. For this rea
here a new physical situation can be expected to appear as a result of a transition
tunneling-coupled quantum wells, formed as a result of the separation of the carrie
in each Ge layer into two sublayers.

The rxy(B) curve2 taken together with therxx(B,T) curves forms a picture which
is surprisingly similar to the results of the manifestations of the quantum Hall insu
state in Ref. 14: A wide plateau is observed which is strongly asymmetric about the
of its intersection with the straight line of the classical Hall resistance obtained by
trapolating from weak fields and about the position of the minimum ofrxx(B); the
left-hand boundary of the plateau lies near the low-field nodeBc

L of the family of curves
rxx(B,T), while in the high-field region the plateau extends far beyond the position o
high-field nodeBc

H of this family. Just as in Ref. 14, the observed plateau is the only
there are no features of an integer QHE for larger filling factors. The difference lies i
fact that in our case the plateau corresponds approximately torxy5h/2e2 ~scaled to one
Ge layer!, while in Ref. 14 this plateau corresponds, to a high degree of accurac
rxy5h/e2. Since a transition to the QHI state from the QHE state withn52 is not
possible in light of existing models17 and has never been observed, it is natural to in
that curve2 in our experimental results corresponds to a situation where in each Ge
current flows along two equivalent sublayers at the walls of a potential well with a cu
bottom. Then the real number of 2D layers in the sample will be twice the number o
layers, and the resistance of one such sublayer in the region of the plateau will be
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to rxy5h/e2. As mentioned above, the small error in this value in our results can
explained by the multilayer nature of our samples; this also explains the distortion o
plateau in the form of a small depression atB'4 T.

The minimum ofrxx(B) at 3 T should correspond to a filling factorn51 for one 2D
layer, and notn52, since it is evident that there is no other minimum at twice the fie
6 T. Indeed, calculations of Landau levels of the Ge valence band in a quantum22

show that the energy splittings between all total-angular-momentum-split-off level
comparable~in contrast, for example, to the conduction band of Ga and As, wherea
spin sublevels can be unresolved because of the smallg factor!. For this reason, in the
presence of a feature withn52, another, even more sharply expressed, feature witn
51 should also exist in the system Ge/p-Ge12xSix at twice the field. The position of the
minimum of rxx(B) at 3 T givesps50.731015 m22 for the two-dimensional gas with
n51, half the value obtained from the slope ofrxy(B) in a weak field, scaled to one G
layer. This also indicates the presence of two two-dimensional layers in each Ge l

In summary, it follows from the data that a sample in fieldsB*3 T can exist in two
states:1 — a state with a weakly expressed quantum Hall feature withn51, where one
conducting 2D layer of holes is present in each Ge layer, and2 — a QHI state with holes
divided into two two-dimensional sublayers in each Ge layer and saturation ofrxy(B) of
each sublayer nearh/e2. In state1 the density of mobile holes in the Ge layer is appro
mately half as large as in state2.

The following model can be suggested. The metastability of the states1 and 2
indicates the existence of a self-stabilizing mechanism. Evidently, this mechanism
to the very essence of the formation of intercoupled double layers in a wide well. I
configuration of the potential well is nearly symmetric, then the equivalent energy le
in triangular wells at the walls are closest to one another in energy, which increas
probability of tunneling between them. The sublayers in the Ge layer are in a sta
mutual balance. A small skewing of the potential well by an external impulse will ca
carriers to flow through the tunneling channel from one sublayer into another, which
prevent further skewing of the well and ultimately restore its configuration~see, for
example, Ref. 23 and references cited therein!. However, if a different~asymmetric! state
of the system is possible, for example, because of reproducible asymmetry in the ar
ment of the doped layer in the barriers, then the system can pass into it under the
of a sufficiently strong perturbation, which will cause a skewing of the potential
such that tunneling between identical levels of the sublayers will be substantially
pressed~see the inset on the right-hand side in Fig. 1a!. For an asymmetric profile, the
properties of the 2D sublayers in triangular wells at the boundaries of the Ge laye
become different. The appearance in the experiment of a weak plateau forn51 of the Ge
layer in the state1 on the whole means that one of the sublayers in each Ge lay
excluded from conduction. Evidently, this is the sublayer that lies in a narrower trian
well. Indeed, a smaller width of the sublayer will result in a decrease of the concentr
in it. Both factors will facilitate transition of a hole gas in the sublayer into an insul
phase, i.e., they will decrease the critical magnetic field in which such a transition
inevitably occur.18 Broadening of the other triangular well can serve as a reason f
transition of the sublayer located in it from the QHI into the QHE phase~specifically, this
will be enabled by a change in the parameters of disorder in the direction of grow17!.

On account of the Coulomb coupling between the Ge layers~the width of the GeSi
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barriers is less than the width of the Ge quantum wells in our samples! the transition to
an asymmetric distribution of charge in one Ge layer will affect adjoining Ge layers
then the entire multilayer structure as a whole. That is, these two metastable sta
collective modes in a multilayer system, so that a transition between them will occ
all layers synchronously. The presence of collective charge modes will also stabiliz
individual states of the system. Effects due to bistability in asymmetric double qua
wells have been observed in a number of works.23

In the present model, however, it remains unclear why the regions of stabili
rxy(B) (&2 T) andrxx(B) (&5.5 T) are different. This is probably due to the comp
cated mechanism of current flow through the sample, for example, in the mod
chaotic array of flat drops — percolation along a network of edge states surroundin
drops. The possibility of the existence of the QHI phase has been shown precisely
model on the basis of an analysis of the balance between percolation along a netwo
tunneling between neighboring drops.17 Then, in our samples with wide Ge layers it
necessary to study the conductivity in each layer along two networks located at the
of the layer. The novelty of the situation here will lie in the fact that these networks
weakly coupled with one another by tunneling, the Coulomb interaction, and the pos
presence of rare conducting bridges between them. Whether or not a change in the
balance between two networks can lead in such a combined model to the existence
states described in the present letter, which are characterized either by a weak Q
QHI, and whether or not qualitatively different dependencesrxy(B) with the same form
of the dependencerxx(B) can appear in it, are questions for further investigations.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research, G
Nos. 98-02-17306 and 99-02-6256.

* !e-mail: yakunin@imp.uran.ru
1!These two conclusions cannot be the result of interrelated coincidences. For example, the same valurxy

could be obtained forn52, if exactly half the layers were operational. But then the curve1 would necessarily
have another, more pronounced feature with twice the Hall resistance at twice the field; for the same n
of operating layers that feature would correspond to a factorn51 ~see text below!. However, there is not even
a hint of this!
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Magnetoplastic effect in InSb

E. V. Darinskaya and E. A. Petrzhik
Institute of Crystallography,* ! Russian Academy of Sciences, 117333 Moscow, Russia

S. A. Erofeev and V. P. Kisel’
Institute of Solid-State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovk
Moscow Region, Russia

~Submitted 9 July 1999!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.70, No. 4, 298–302~25 August 1999!

We have observed dislocation motion in InSb semiconductor crystals
under the action of a static magnetic field in the absence of a mechani-
cal load. The dependence of the average dislocation travel distance and
of the relative number of diverging and converging half-loops on the
magnetic induction and the ‘‘magnetic treatment’’ time is obtained.
The activation energy of the motion of diverging dislocations in a mag-
netic field in the temperature range 120–250 °C is estimated. Possible
reasons for the observed phenomenon are discussed. ©1999 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~99!01316-X#

PACS numbers: 75.80.1q, 61.72.Lk, 81.40.Lm

The existence of the magnetoplastic effect — dislocation motion in a static mag
field in the absence of a mechanical load — has now been reliably established in
magnetic alkali-halide and metallic crystals~NaCl, CsI, LiF, Zn, and Al!. This phenom-
enon has been studied in a number of experimental and theoretical works by indep
groups.1–5

The systematic investigations6–8 that have been performed give a basis for assum
that the dislocation motion occurs in the internal stress field of the crystal, and the r
the magnetic field reduces to depinning of dislocations from paramagnetic centers
depinning can be explained on the basis of the concept of spin-dependent elec
transitions in an external magnetic field. The magnetic field gives rise to evolution o
spins in the system dislocation1 paramagnetic center, which is completed by lifting
the spin forbiddenness on a certain electronic transition. This changes radically the
figuration of the system; for example, it decreases the height of the barrier for disloc
motion. The total energy in the system remains essentially unchanged. A similar ide
lies at the basis of the physical interpretation9 of the effect of a magnetic field on a ho
of processes, including the chemical reaction rates10 and photocurrent in semi
conductors.11

In the present work, the magnetoplastic effect has been observed in semicon
crystals. In this letter we report the results of an investigation of the motion of 60-de
dislocations in InSb crystals under the action of a static magnetic field in the absen
a mechanical load.
3090021-3640/99/70(4)/5/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The experiments were performed on puren-InSb single crystals with carrier densit
131014cm23. The samples were cut out in the form of quadrangular bars with
dimensions 331.5340 mm in the@111#, @112#, and @110# directions, respectively. To
introduce ‘‘fresh’’ dislocations, a slight scratch in the@110# direction on the~111! obser-
vation surface was made with a corundum needle. During subsequent deformati
four-point bending at temperature 200 °C under a loadt515 MPa in 5 min the disloca-
tions dispersed to distances of 1000–2000mm away from the scratch. The sample prep
ration method is described in detail in Refs. 12 and 13.

The prepared samples were placed in a uniform static field of an electrom
(B50.2– 0.9 T) for timet ranging from several seconds to 50 min. The experiments w
performed at temperaturesT5120, 150, 200, and 250 °C with slow preheating for 50 m
and subsequent analogous slow cooling. No external mechanical load was applied
‘‘magnetic treatment.’’

The observations were performed on fast 60-degree dislocations. The initia
final positions of the dislocations before and after holding in a magnetic field, res
tively, were determined by selective chemical etching~SR-4A etchant: 5 parts HNO3
13 parts HF1 3 parts CH3COOH).

The motion of 60-degree fast dislocations in InSb crystals in a static magnetic
in the temperature rangeT5120– 250 °C without any mechanical load was observ
The essential point is that dislocations are observed to move toward the scratch~contract-
ing half-loops! and away from the scratch~diverging half-loop!. Control annealing of the
samples in the absence of a magnetic field results primarily in the contraction o
half-loops ('90% of the total number of the dislocations that have moved!. The typical
etch pattern of the~111! face of the InSb sample after holding in aB50.7 T magnetic
field at 200 °C for 10 min is displayed in Fig. 1. It is evident that dislocations m
predominantly away from the scratch. The average dislocation travel distancesl were
determined from the etch patterns for various conditions of the experiment~the measure-
ment accuracy was'15%). Figure 2a shows the average travel distance of diver
dislocations as a function of the external magnetic fieldB. The essential point is that at
certain magnetic field the average travel distance becomes proportional to the sq
magnetic induction. For converging dislocations, no dependence of the travel distan
the magnetic induction was observed.

Together with measurement of the average travel distance, the relative nu
(n/N, whereN is the total number of dislocations that have moved! of diverging~points
1 in Fig. 2b! and converging~points2 in Fig. 2b! dislocations was also determined. It wa
found that as the magnetic induction increases, the relative number of converging
loops decreases and, correspondingly, the relative number of diverging half-loop
creases. After a certain ‘‘inversion field’’ these dependences saturate. The points3 and4
in Fig. 2 refer to control experiments in which samples were heated without the ap
tion of a magnetic field. Similar data~points5 and6 in Fig. 2! were obtained for a brief
('2 – 3 s) switching on and off of the electromagnetic without further magnetic tr
ment.

Figure 3 shows the travel distance and the relative number of mobile dislocatio
a function of the holding timet of the samples in a magnetic field. A linear depende
of the average travel distance of diverging dislocations on the time is observed
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relative number of diverging and converging half-loops increases and decreases, r
tively, with increasingt, and after a certain ‘‘inversion time’’ they saturate. For holdi
in a B50.7 T magnetic field~and simultaneously atT5200 °C) for 50 min, the relative
number of diverging half-loops decreases sharply ('20% instead of the expected 80%!,
though their average travel distance continues to increase and follows well a
dependencel (t).

The results of the investigations of the effect of temperature on dislocation mo
in a magnetic field are presented in Fig. 4. An estimate of the activation energy from
slope of the plot ln(l/t) versus (1/T) gives'0.3 eV. The value obtained for the activatio
energy of dislocation motion in a magnetic field during heating is 2.5 times lower
the activation energy of the motion of 60-degree dislocations in the same InSb cr

FIG. 1. Displacements of dislocations in InSb crystals under the action of a 0.7 T static magnetic fi
temperature 200 °C,t510 min: 1, 2, . . . — initial positions of the dislocations,18, 28, . . . . — final positions
of the dislocations.
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under the action of a mechanical load with the same heating in the absence of a ma
field.12–14 Such a decrease of the activation energy of dislocation motion in a mag
field seems to be due to the detachment of dislocations from paramagnetic obstacl
result of spin-dependent electronic transitions in the system dislocation1 paramagnetic
center. Therefore a magnetic field ‘‘removes’’ some obstacles and greatly facilitate
thermal activation process of relaxation of the dislocation structure.

The effect of successive applications of a magnetic field on dislocation mo
during annealing was studied. In the first case, after annealing at 200 °C for 50 m
B50.8 T magnetic field was immediately applied fort510 min at the same temperatur
In the second case, first magnetic treatment (B50.8 T; t510 min; T5200 °C) and then
annealing (T5200 °C; t550 min) were performed. The average travel distance and
relative number of diverging dislocations were found to be greater in the first
(134mm and 70% as against 114mm and 40%!. For ordinary annealing (T5200 °C, t
550 min) less than 20% of the dislocations diverge. Therefore our preliminary ex

FIG. 2. a — Average travel distancel of diverging dislocations, and b — relative numbern/N of diverging
~1, 3, 5! and converging~2, 4, 6! dislocations versus the magnetic inductionB; t510 min, T5473 K; 3, 4 —
annealing only,5, 6 — electromagnet switched on and off.

FIG. 3. a — Average travel distancel of diverging dislocations, and b — relative numbern/N of diverging
~1, 3! and converging~2, 4! dislocations versus the holding timet of the samples in aB50.7 T magnetic field;
T5473 K; 3, 4 — annealing only.
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ments show that a magnetic field not only facilitates ordinary relaxation of the disloc
structure during annealing but it also changes the direction of motion: predominan
traction of half-loops is replaced by divergence.

Further investigations are required to determine the nature of the phenomeno
served here. We thank V. I. Al’shits and B. V. Petukhov for helpful discussions.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research~Grant No.
97-02-16327!.
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FIG. 4. Average travel distancel of diverging dislocations versus the temperatureT; B50.8 T, t510 min.
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Giant red shift of the absorption edge in La 0.9Sr0.1MnO3

R. V. Demin and L. I. Koroleva
M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

A. M. Balbashov
Moscow Power Engineering Institute, 111250 Moscow, Russia

~Submitted 20 July 1999!
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The absorption edge of the perovskite La0.9Sr0.1MnO3, determined us-
ing the diffuse reflection coefficient spectra, shifts by the giant amount
0.4 eV in the direction of lower energies as the temperature decreases
from the Curie point~155 K! to 141 K. © 1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-3640~99!01416-4#

PACS numbers: 75.50.Pp, 75.30.Vn, 78.40.Fy

In recent years interest in compounds with perovskite structure Re12xAxMnO3

(Re5La and rare-earth elements, A5Sr, Ca, Ba, and others! has increased sharply be
cause of the colossal magnetoresistance~CMR! observed in some of them at room tem
perature. This makes it possible to use them in various sensor devices. At presen
exist various points of view concerning the nature of the CMR in manganites.
problem is that compared with conventional magnetic semiconductors~EuO, EuSe,
EuTe, CdCr2Se4 , and HgCr2Se4), where CMR is attributed to special magnetoimpur
states — ferrons,1 in manganites the picture is complicated by the presence of the J
Teller effect, giving rise to localization of charge carriers, and relative softness o
lattice, as a result of which a change of lattice type occurs under the action of a ma
field, pressure, and temperature. As a result, a number of authors have advance
explanations of CMR in these materials: melting of a charge-ordered state, tran
from Zener double exchange to polaron-type conductivity above the Curie pointTC , and
others, described in the reviews2–4 and the references cited therein. However, it should
noted that the CMR~and especially its peak! is observed near the Curie point and consi
of the suppression of the resistance peak atTC , while the hypotheses listed above cann
explain this fact. Moreover, it should be indicated that the charge ordering and
Jahn–Teller effect are observed in many materials, including perovskites, but CMR
not been observed in any of them.

We assume that the CMR occurs in manganites for the same reasons as in c
tional magnetic semiconductors, specifically, a magnetically two-phase fe
antiferromagnetic state. Negaev has shown1,5 that in antiferromagnetic~AFM! semicon-
ductors, because of the gain ins–d exchange energy, the conduction electrons
localized with not too high density near donor impurities in ferromagnetic~FM! microre-
gions in an insulating AFM matrix. Under the action of a magnetic field the volum
these FM drops increases, and in addition percolation of these drops and an insu
3140021-3640/99/70(4)/5/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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metal transition are possible. In fields up to the percolation threshold, an increase
FM drop sizes facilitates tunneling of charge carriers between them. Moreover, a
netic field orients the magnetic moments of the drops along the field, and this
facilitates tunneling. Finally, a magnetic field increases the kinetic energy of the
trons, which facilitates electron tunneling and causes the FM drops to breakdown.
circumstances give rise to CMR.6

However, the above-described magnetically two-phase state is possible only in
pounds where the band gap decreases with increasing degree of FM order~with decreas-
ing temperature or imposition of a magnetic field!. For example, the giant red shift of th
fundamental absorption edge, caused by a shift of the conduction-band bottom and
ciated with an increase in the degree of FM order, has been observed in a num
conventional magnetic semiconductors.7–10 This means that the energy of the conducti
electrons decreases with increasing degree of FM order, and for this reason it was
getically favorable for conduction electrons to become localized with not too high de
near impurities, maintaining FM order around them. Here their localization, besid
gain in s–d exchange energy, gave rise to Coulomb attraction of electrons to dono
doped manganites, conduction is due to holes at the top of the valence band. The
vation of a giant red shift of the fundamental absorption edge in them with decre
temperature, due to the shift of the valence-band top, would signify that it is energet
favorable for holes to localize near acceptor impurities, maintaining FM order ar
them on account of a gain in thep–d exchange energy. It should be kept in mind that
an interband transition an electron transition with the formation of a hole occurs from
electronic state with the highest energy in the valence band. However, the hole ene
opposite in sign to the electron energy in the valence band, and for this reason its e
decreases with decreasing temperature or increasing the degree of FM order
magnetic field switched on, if the above-indicated red shift occurs. At present, the
perature dependence of the absorption edge in manganites has not been studied.

In the present work, to obtain information about the temperature dependence
band gap in the manganite La0.9Sr0.1MnO3, we investigated its spectrum of the diffus
reflection coefficient~DRC!. This method is often more suitable for the indicated purp
than the specular reflection method, since in this method reflection from the surfac
powder sample, which has not been subjected to polishing, is studied. It is known
polishing often changes the properties of a surface and contributes various contam
This is the method that has been used to determine the red shift of the absorption e
a number of magnetic semiconductors.7,8

The setup for investigating the DRC spectra is described in Ref. 11. The
measurements were performed using a single-beam scheme with alternate measu
of the intensity of the light reflected from the sample and reference surfaces. The o
part of the setup was constructed in such a way that the intensity of the light refl
from the surface of crystallites of a powered sample at angles not greater than 6
recorded. This maintains the conditions of applicability of the Kramers–Kronig relati
which are convenient for calculations and which were used to calculate the spectra
absorption coefficienta from the DRC spectra. The Kramers–Kronig computatio
method was used.12 Analysis of the experimental data and calculation of the spectra
were performed with a computer using specially developed programs. It should be
that this method does give the absolute values of the absorption coefficient. Howev
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general form of these spectra gives information about certain properties of the e
mental substances, specifically, the fundamental absorption edge. Comparing the a
tion spectra obtained by different methods for various substances, including ma
semiconductors, showed that the error in determininga does not exceed one order o
magnitude.

Figure 1 shows thea spectra obtained from the DRC spectra for the compo
La0.9Sr0.1MnO3 by the method described above. The form of the curvesa(E) clearly
indicates that the fundamental absorption edge corresponding to the band gap oc
this energy range of the incident light. It is known that

a;~E2Eg!p ~1!

for hn>Eg for different types of band structures. HereEg is the band gap andp usually
ranges from 1/2 to 3/2.13 As one can see from Fig. 1, in the present casep is close to 1.
Approximating the linear sections of the spectra obtained at different temperaturesT up
to intersection with theE axis, we obtained the fundamental absorption edge for diffe
values ofT. Its temperature dependence is displayed in Fig. 2. As is evident from

FIG. 1. Absorption coefficient spectra of the composition La0.9Sr0.1MnO3 at two temperatures above and belo
the Curie temperature.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the fundamental absorption edge of the composition La0.9Sr0.1MnO3 .
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figure, the energy of the fundamental absorption edge decreases rapidly as temp
decreases from the Curie point~155 K!. At temperatures ranging from 155 K to 140
~the lowest measurement temperature is 137 K! the fundamental absorption edge shifts
the giant amount;0.4 eV. This giant red shift of the fundamental absorption edge oc
near the Curie point, i.e., it is associated with the appearance of FM order. A blue
characteristic for nonmagnetic semiconductors, occurs aboveTC .

The indicated giant red shift of the band gap seems to be due to a shift o
valence-band top, since holes in the indicated compound propagate via manganes
with which they have a strongp–d exchange interaction. The presence of a red shif
the valence-band top makes possible the existence of the above-described magn
two-phase state. Indeed, the experimental compound is a strontium-doped AFM sem
ductor LaMnO3 with Néel temperature 1.41 K. Doping of the indicated AFM semico
ductor with acceptor ions Sr21 leads to the formation of FM drops, in which holes a
concentrated, i.e., to the above-described magnetically two-phase state. In this ca
Curie point is the thermal breakdown temperature of the FM drops. Indeed, nearTC a
maximum of the electric resistance and CMR are observed.2–4 Another confirmation of
the magnetically two-phase state in the indicated composition is the negative vo
magnetostriction, which we observed atT,TC and which attests to compression of th
sample in a magnetic field.14 Yanase and Kasuya have shown15 that the lattice parameter
are smaller inside the FM drops of a magnetically two-phase state. The strong d
dence of the breakdown temperature of FM order~short-range order in the present cas!
on the magnetic field also attests to the existence of a magnetically two-phase state
indicated compound. For example, ifTC is determined by extrapolating the steepest p
of the magnetization curve as a function ofT to its intersection with theT axis, then the
difference between the values ofTC in 3 kOe and 10 kOe fields reaches 40 K. At th
same time, in pure CdCr2Se4 and Gd this difference does not exceed 4 K.16 This is due
to the fact that at temperatures somewhat above the thermal breakdown tempera
FM drops an external magnetic field increases the degree of FM order near impu
more strongly than on the average over the crystal because of a gain in thep–d exchange
energy, i.e., it restores the FM drops destroyed by heating.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research, P
96–15–96429.
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Erratum: Anomalous magnetic properties of the
complex „ET…2C60 †JETP Lett. 69, 785–791 „25 May 1999…‡

S. V. Demishev, A. A. Pronin, and N. E. Sluchanko
Institute of General Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117942 Moscow, Russia

L. Weckhuysen and V. V. Moshchalkov
Laboratorium voor Vaste-Stoffysica en Magnetisme, K. U. Leuven, B-3001 Leuven,
Belgium

N. G. Spitsina and É. B. Yagubski 
Institute of Chemical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovka
Moscow Region, Russia

@S0021-3640~99!01516-9#

PACS numbers: 99.10.1g, 81.05.Tp, 81.40.Rs, 75.20.Ck, 77.22.Ch

On pages 786 and 788 the term ‘‘vibrating coil magnetometer’’ used by the tr
lator is incorrect: The magnetometer was actually a vibrating sample magnetom
Also, the instrument identified on page 786 as an ‘‘NR-4191 A impedance meter’’ w
Hewlett-Packard HP-4191A impedance analyzer.
3190021-3640/99/70(4)/1/$15.00 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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